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11.0 lntroduction and Purpose of 1eport
This report documents the participation of the Environment1 Phy1o1ogy
Laboratory (E?L) of ttie White Mouritain Researci Station (WMRS), Unlversity
of California, I3erkeley (UC3) th the prepamtion for and the conduct of
Monkey Pod exprinient flights withiri an aiicr'aft on an operational missior
the NASA CV-990 airborrie laboratory, "Calileo 11" based tt the Ames Reseorch
Center, Moffett Field, Californiak
2.0 Appiicalle DOCUilIefltS
Semi-Annual Status Reports 18-27, 1 August 1970 to 31 July 1975,
GIJ 05_fl03.024.
NASA CV-990 Airborne Laboratory Experirnenters t Handbook pripared by
Staff, Airborne Science Office, NASA Anies Research Center,
toffett Field, California 94035. April 1973.
Oalileo 11 Data System. Prepared by Robert M. Munoz, NASA Arnes Research
Center, Moffett Field, Californja 94035. November 6, 1973.
EPL 741. Results from the EPL Monkey Pod E>periment Conducted as Part
of the 1974 NASA/Ames Shuttle CVT 11. Report prepared by D. F. Rahlmann,
A. M. Xodama, R. C. Mains and N. ?ace. 10 June 1974,
EPL 74-2. Results from the EPL Monkey Pod Experiment Conducted as Part af
the 1974 NASA/MSFC CVT/GPL IIr. Report prepared by D. F. Rahipann,
A. M. Kodama, R. C. Mains and N. Pace. 15 October 1974.
A Monkey Metabolism Pod for Space flight Weightlessness Studies, Pace, N.
D. F. Rahlmann, A. M. Kodaina, R. C. Mains, and B. W. Grunbaum. In
COSPAR Life Sciences and Space Research XII, P.H.A. Sneath, editor.
Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1974, pp. 149-157.
Physiological Studies in Space with Non-Human Primates Using tC Monkey
Pod. Pace, N., D. F. Rabimarin, A. M. Xodama, R. C. Main.. 	 4
B. W. crunbaum. Presented at the Non-Ruman Prirnates in Sp .e
Conference, NASA Ames Research Center, 2-4 Deceiriber 1974.
A Multichannel Implantable Telemetry System for Flow, Pressure and ECG
Measurernerits. Fryer, T. B., H. Sandler, W. Freund, E. P. McCutcheon
and E. L. Carlson. T. Appl. Physiol. (in Ivess).
Power Sources for Implanted Telernetry System.
T. B. Fryer. Biotelemetry 1: 31-40, 1974.
2Skids for CVT GPL Mar< 11. ?F04(74_163) To Ames Research Center Attn:
Code LF/Dr. Richard D. Johrson from PF04/Manager, CVT Prolect Office MSFC.
Proposal for a CV 990 Systems Interface Test and Procedure Analyseu of the
Monkey Pod Restraint, Support Cqupment and Analyses Electronics.
B. D. Newsom an' D. T. Rahlmann, July 1975.
Space].ab Simulatior, Tests Procedures. B. M. Elscrn. Aviation Week F,
Space Technology, 14 July 1975.
NASA Testing Delayed Flap Approaches. B. M. Sisori. Aviation Week &
Space Technology, 1 Dec 1975.
A Urine Collection Device for IJse with the Male Pig-tailed Macaque.
D. T'. Rahlmann, R. C. Mains and A. Kodama	 Lab. Animal Sci.
1976 (in press).
SSO: 211-12 Letter, to Prof. N. Pace, Director of the White Mouritain
Research Station, University of Califcirnia, Berkeley fx'om C. L. Muehl,
CV 990 Facility Manager NASA/ARC, Moffett r'ield, California.
EPL Docnentin Files and Log for Monkey Fod-CV990 Interface Test. 1976.
Strip Char't Records, Tape Recordings and ADDAS ?rintouts from CV 990
Flights. May 1976.
An Inductively Powered Implantable Multicharinel Telemetry System for
CarcUovascular Data. E. P. McCutcheon, R. Miranda T. B. Fryer and
E. L. Carlson. 3rcl Irit. Biotelemetry Cong., Pacific Grove, CA, 1976.
3.0 Background
3.1 Interaction between EPL/UCB and NASA/ARC 1974_.1975
As an outgrowth of activity hetween the University of Caiifornia and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Dr. Donald F. Rah1mann
Environrnental Physiology Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley (EPL/
CCB) accepted an assignment to the NASA Ames Research Center (NASA/ARC) under
the Irergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970. This interchange in part
involved coordinatirig the completion of a second monkey pod arid investigating
the possibility of life sciences participation in the ASSESS program. In
addition, his presence afforded the opportunity for incorporation of bio-
telemetry-ixnplanted monkeys into the monkey-pod experiment system.
3On 28 January 1975, an adult male pig-tailed monkey #396, Lovel was
shipped from EPL/UCB to NASA/ARC as a potential surgical candidate for the
chronic implantation of a cardiovascul.ar
 telemetry device which derived its
power input frorn an exterior energiz5ng coil rather than batterles, thus
prolonging its usefu3. life. Foliowing an appropriate quarantine, this monkey
;ies successfully implanted on 23 Febr'uary 1975 under the direction of
Dr. E. McCutcheon of NASA/ARC. Through the months of March 1975 to April 1976
electronic checkouts were made ori the T/M rnonkey system. On two occa8ions
during this time period the test sublect was restrained within the EPL/UCB
pod and electronic sign6ls for left-ventricular pressure (LVP), aortic pressure
(AF), electrocardiograrn arid hear rate were obtairied, and these paraineters
were recorded on strip chart.
With the experience gained from this initial non-human prirnate trial,
some design uioclificaticns were made in the T/M device and a second in ikey,
//337 1 Siinple was shipped from EPL to NASA/A1C on 17 July 1975. This monkey
was corisidered as an excellent candidate for T/M irnpLitation, having partici-
pated in rnonkey-pod trials at EPL/UCB and Shuttle Spacelab Concept Verification
Tests at NASA/ARC and NASA/MSFC. Associated paraJ.lel efforts at EPL/U(13
included modifyirig hioinstruinentation of the monkey pod systen to allcw
commutation of data acquisition between two pods a method for obtaiidng tiri'd
urine samples uncontaminatecl by feces, and extending contiriuous pod tests to
15 and 30 days duration. The second monkey pod was delivered to EPL/UCB follow-
ing completion of fabrication at NASA/ARC, bench tested, and finaily incorporated
into a two-pod integration test.
On 7 Novetnber 1975 EPL/UCB representatives were afforded the opportunity
to fly on the CV-990 during a Delayed Flap Program f1ight consisting of a
route from Moffett Field to Sacramento with 9 landings and takeoffs at
Sacramanto and returning to Mofett Field. Pofessor Nello Pace and lir. R. C.
Mains of EPL/UCB conferred with Mr. C. Muehl, NASA/ARC cv-Y q o facflities
manager, arid comptled notations which would IIaVC a potentiai impact on d
monkey-pod experiment conducted within the framework of a simij.ar  flight
pattern.
3.2 Preparatiori .and SuLmission of Froposal
Contacts with the Airborne Scj ence OIfice of NASA/AFC were inade hy Dr. B.
D. Newsom, Scientific ionitor at ARC for the IWL/UCB grant. With the aitance
of the IPA representative from EPL., Dr, D. F. Rah1m'n additional information
was ohtainecl in regird to the preparation of a propoa1 for this purpose. This
activity included gaining a knowledgeable acquaintance with the t1NASA CV-990
Airborne Laboratory Experlmeriters t I{andbook 11 and on-site visits to buildthg P-211
Flight Support E'acility at NASA/ARC, where preparations for v-"ious e>periments
ari aircraft are carr'ied out. On 10 January 1975, life scientists, Dr. 11. Sandier,
B. D. Newsom l R. Johnson from MASA/ARC, and D. r. Rahlmann from UCB met with
Hr. D. Mulholland, then Chief of the Airborne Scierice Office (SSO) and 6 rnembcrs
of his staff to discuss the feasibility at a morikey pod fiight.
Considering the concept, size and procedural protocol of a multiple-pod
monkey trial, the cv-990 appeared to be the aircraft of choice rather thari a
Lear Jet or a C.-i L i. It was anticipated that one or more of the trial sublects
wouid he implanted with biotelemetry units. Initial flow diagrarns, schedules
and interfacing plaris of the pod within the aircraft were compiled. A document
entitled "Proposal for a CV-990 Systems Interface Test and Procedure Analyses of
the Monkey Pod Restrai ! , Support Lquipment arid Analyses Slectronics tl
 authored
by B. Newsom and D. F. Rahlmann was cornpleted in July 1975 and submitted for
approval through appropriate NASA channels.
533 Iriterim Activity and Meetings Prior to Flight tnstrumentation Build-Up, 1976
Approval for the monkey-pod fllght expNriment proposal was received iri the
final quarter of 1975. Under date of 30 Januclry 1975, a letter to Professor
Nello ?ace, jirecor of the White Mountain Research Station from C. L. Muehl,
CV-990 FacIlity Manager at MASA/ARC, indLated that the monkey-pod systern would
be scheduled for flights in May 1976. Duririg the following week a standard
2-bay highboy" instrunentation rack was reLeived at EPL/UCB. On 9 February 1976,
Dr, B. Newsom, C. Muehl and S, Kurasaki, aerosrace erigineer of NASA/ARC S met
with the 1PL scient.tfic team on the UCB caznpus. WIth the dspects of air worthi-
ness in mind and a shortage of rnechanical and electronic expertise at EPL tieeded
to efficiently accoinplish the instrumental trarisitiori from ground based laboratory
to aircraft, it was decided to center this activity at Bldg, 211 NASA/ARC.
Meetings were held at NASA/ARC with Mr. S. Xur'asaki, respo.sib1e for mechanical
interfacing, arid Mr. J. Corinally, responsible for the electronic portion of
exporimental build-up.
3,4 Movernent of EPL Major Equipment and Test Subjects to NASA/ARC
On 11 February 1976 a contract hau].er moved the EPL instrumentation racks
to NASA/ARC. The potential test subjects, 11337, Simple, shipped to NASA/ARC
on 17 July 1975 (Para. 3.1) was surgically implanted with a T/M device °n
24 March 1976; /422, Bushy, was shipped to NASA/ARC on 17 March 1976 and
surgery performed on 6 ApriI. Both of these monkeys were considered to be
flight candidates. For initial checkout of electronic equipment 11396, Lovel
was alsc available. A control monkey, 11174, Exeter, was seiected from the
EPL/UCB colony to be the non-surgically iinplanted control subject and wa
transferred to NASA/ARC 21 April 1976	 All of the subjects had previous J)Od
restraint experience.
6.0 Pre-. F'1Lght Expertmnt Operatlons
4.1 Flight Schedule and Integrated Lxperiment Procedures
During the latter part of ApriI 1976 an activity schedule of tbe Delayed
rlap Program flights for the CV..990 was presented to the experirnentors by
C. Muehl, CV-990 facility manager. It wxs understood that cance11at1on cou1
occur and exict times of takeoff and return might vary between flights. }lowever,
tandup meetings conducted in the N-211 Airborne Science Laboratory would be
held each morning at 0815 hours which would more pr'ecisely defirie the daily
activities in regard to the aircraft.
The Delayed Flap Program flights where a portion or ail of the monkeypod
experiment system could be on board were indicated to be within a time frame
from 3 May to 21 I4ay 1976. Three flights per week were scheduled. Within the
constraints of the proposed aircraft activity, a daily schedule was formulated
with a preliminary estimate of a nominal 1000 takeoff time. The daiJ.y schedule
is included in this report as Appendix A.
Detailed protocols were also compiled fax' thc varied aspects of the total
experiinerit. Appendix B coritains the step-by-step procedures for insertion and
removal of the test monlcey from the pod ericlosure, for on- and off-board loading
of the pods, and for positioning of the pods for application of lowor body
riegative pressure (LBNP). Insertion of the test subjects iflto the pod wa
pLmred for t'londay, with rernoval and trarisfer to a cage environment on Friday
foliowing the last flight of each week. Pre-flight calibrations requird or
measurement of respiratory gas exchange and certain cardiovascular meauroment
are shown in Appendix C. Appendix D contains the procedurai steps which needed
to be taken for the respiratory gas-exchange instrumentation during ground to
aircraft power transition, in-flight data collection, and shut-down.
Starting operations on the respiratory gas- . exchange instrumentation are
7outlined in Appendlx E. The calibratirin of the respiratory gas-eccharige
instruinentation and £te integritiort with the date-acquIsition n&-twork of tr1p-
chart recording, tape recording and the ADDAS cocnputer are d&talled in Appendix r.
While a detailed d1scusion of the biotelemetry 5ystm will be found In another
report 'to be submitted :y NASA/ARC,, an rutline of its operUon is shown in
Appendix C.
EPL/UCB generated the iritt3al data-recordng requlrements for 'the e)periment,
as shown in Table 1
	 Pldns for the exprimenta1 cnoduie lnterndl airworthiness
bulidup and Integration into aircraft racks are considered th paragraph 4.3 to
4.3,6
4.2 Plan for Experimenta2. Layout in Aircraft
The monkey-.pod experimenc system was nominaily to occupy space within the
aircraft (,ver arid aft of the wing section. A floor plan is shown in rigure 1.
The position of the various elements af experiment system were iocated as foliows:
1) Two inonkey pods mounted in a rack on the port side of the aircraft
(STA 970-1015) comfortably restrained the test sthjects, 2 adult, rnale, pig-tailed
monkeys. One of the monkeys (inboard) was surgicaliy implanted with a telemetry
device developed at NASA/ARC which measured heart rate, aortic pressure, left
ventricular pressure, and body temperature. Heart rate from the other monkey,
serving as a control, was obtained by body surface ECC electrodes. Both pods
were identical in all ather respects in that they were divided Into an upper and
lower portion by a rubber membrane. Thus, excreta couid be collected for sub-
sequent analysls even in the weightless state, v.,thout contamination of the
upper pod. The upper pod allowed each test monkey to breath fresh cabin air.
The exhaust atrnosphere from the upper pods was measured continuouiy hy nags
spectrom .er for oxygen, carborj dioxide, nitrogen and water vapor, and was
discharged thto the aft cargo bay. The difference in the gas concentration
8betweeri the inflowing and outflowing air atream permitted an accurate estiTnate
of the meteJolic rate of the morikey. F'oocl and water were accessible to the
monkeya on demand. In additlon, provision waa made to tiJ.t the test sub1'ts
frotn the vertical to the horizontal position for application ot lower body
negative pressure.
2) Mounted to the ixnmediate rear (STA 1027) of the monkey-pod su.b'ytem
wes the UCB bioinstrumentaton rack interfaced with appropriate gas and electronic
lines. This hlghboy rk contalried the mass spectrorneter wlth cortro1s for
continuous measur'ement af the metbo1ic gases, devlces for measuring upper- arid
lower-pod temperatures and pressures, air flow controls, voltage regu 3tor
controls for the applicatto ,i of lower body negative pressure (LBNP), a test for
cardiovascular deconditioning, a wa.er reservoir, riutrierit Intake iridlcator
and sigrial conditioners	 n4erfacing with the data recording system.
3) Immedate:	 the UCB hioinatrumentation rack orerator arid observer
seats, was a CP 100 analog tape recorder (STA 1113) mounted on a lowboy rack.
L) A highboy rack (STA 1177) to the rear of the tape recorder ccntained
the instrumentation for the NASA/ARC telemetry data acquisition. This rack made
provision for rr onting an oscilloscope, power supply, digital voltmeter, demodulators
F/t4 receiver and strip-chart recorder.
5) Across the aisle on the starboatd side (STA 1027) opposite the UC
)Dioinstrumentatiorl rack a standard lüghboy racl< was located which contained a
strip--chart recorder for the data output of respirator'y gas-exchange and carrlio-
vascular parameters.
The vacuum pumps associated with the UCS hioinstruinentation rack (element
above) and the monkey pods (element 1 above) were positioned in the aft cargo bay
(STA 1249-1297). If needed, the access hatch between elements 3 and 4 could be
utilized for servicing. Calibration gas bottles were not placed on board the
aircraft as origitially planned.
g4,3 Experiinent Module Interfacing
4.3.1 Morikey Pods
4,31,1 'ionkey Pods - Mchantca1
The de5igr requirements for the pod stands and rack were furnished by
EPL/UCB personnei. to Mr. Seth Kuras4, he cogriizant prolect aerospace mechanical
englneer, This input included sketches, direct verbal coniunication, access tt
assembly drawings of the updated version of the Mark IIX pod generated by the
Fltght Experimert C'fice et NASA/AR( ard dLrect obserwtion and handling of the
poc! ihells (designated fo this ceriuerzt 	 111 and 112), The 111 pod has been
identified in other reports as Marc fl- . J which was completed at NASA/ARC during
1975, (Jnfcn'tunatelv while in te shett metai	 op at ARC a crack developed in
the upper pocl r'lm. iowever, this condtion was corrected and restored to	 tter
than originaJ. streng-t l i Ly rp1ac1ng the balsa wood core in this area with fiber
glass	 The 112 pod (Mark 111) was the one which was cornpletely fabricated at
EPL/UCB prior to 1975. This pod had to be modified to provide fiber glass bosses
to allow air venting on the right and left sides. The fiber glass additioris in
both cases were made by the Model Shop in Bldg. N-212.
As an initia.'. result of the above action, 9 engineering fabricatior C.a1ngs
were made under the direction of Mr. Kurasaki. A detaiied list of these urawitigs
is shown in Table 2. While most of the drawings lose nome detail when reduced
to C.5 x 11 inches ur purposes of this report, the main installation drawing
(Identification No. A 57127602 M009) is showri as Figure 2.
The 2-pod rack remained th position secured to the interior of the aircraft
during the test period. Each rnonkey pod with attached stand could be positiord
in this rack, reinoved from the rack when cieslred and conveniently transported
to other locations on- or off-board the aircraft. While the pods were rncunted
within the rack, the monkey pod could be positioned either in the vertical or
10
hortzontl position by means of appropri6tely placed 1750-irch diameter
quick .-release pins.
As in previous tests, the feeder was mounted within the upper pod shell.
However, the cortraints of the aircraft dictated a reduction in dimenslons of
the water reservoir and, for the pux•poses of this test, the reservoirs were
pldced on top of the bioinstruinentation L'aCk (refer to paragraph 4.3.2.1) and
interfaced by connecting fluid lines to metal riipples mounted in the upper pod
sections.
Frovision for a televisiori edmer1 to be mourited in front of the rnonkey
pods or a seat facing aft to observe and monitor behavioral activity was
requcsted by the E?L/UCB e>perimenta1 crew. However, this was not provdtd
because of s&Fety consideritions and the limited time and cost restraints for
which other aspects of the project received priority.
4.3.1.2 t4onkey Pods - Llectronic
Mr. James P. Corrnolly of NASA/ARC was designeted as the cognizant project
1ectronics engineer and as such had rcnsiderab1e interaction in all the elements
of the thtal monkey-pod experiment. The main e1et'tronic considerations in regard
to the pod subsystetns were with the activation and transmissthn of signals fr..m
the feeder, waterer, and temperatures from upper and lower pod. The major
portion of the electronic expertise was utilized with other elements ef tho
xperimenta1 package and in the interfacing of all elenients including the pods
and will be considered in more detail in foliowing paragraphs.
4.3.2 EPL/UCB Bioinstrurnentation Rack
4.3.2.1 Mechanical
Freliminary sketches were compiled by Dr. A. M. Kodama and Mr. R. C. Mains
of EPL/UCB for accornmodating the inodular components in a standard highboy rack
13.
to provide efficient access to hand controls, and to comply with air worthiness
considrtions by mounting the heaviest componerits riear the bottom of the rack
to reduce the overturriing momerit. Several chctriges were made in the origiil
concepts folJ.owing consultation with Mr. Seth Kursaki. Special she2v':,, arid
bracketry were also fabricated by the NASA/ARC Metal Fabrication Shop. Some
delays were encountered in the procurement of the correct shelves and bracketry
which impactecl on tb3 electronic work and hence on the projected time schedule
allowed for the coinp].etion of the air worthiness of this instrumentatiorx rack.
Thus it was not put in place aboard the aircraft until Saturday, 8 May 1976.
The final dimensions, including weights of the modules associated with this
rack, are shown in Table 3 The weights 	 tributed with the .irard and
outboard bays are well within the liniits specified in the NASA 0 90 Airborne
Laboratory Experimenters t Handbook (Section 5.32.).
t ,3,2.2 Electronic
Iri the traosfer of the instrumentation modules to the aircraft racks all
the power cabling, with the exception of the lines to the vacuuin pumps located
in the cargo bay s was installed as in the EPL laboratory model. !-Towever, it was
estimated that signal cables associated with the respiratory gas instrumentation
had to be 90% replaced and all of the wiring for lower body negative pressure
(LBNP) plum]Ding and controls completely redone. The vacuuni pumps used in the
1aboratov for LBNP were considered a fire hazard on the aircraft, and consider-
able time and effort was consumed in attempting to provide suitable substitutes.
Approximately 2 months prior to the first scheduled flight the ARC aircraft
eJ.ectrical inspector indicated that the existing LBNP pump and voltage controller
would flOi. pass aircraft electrical inspection. Both items were deemed unaccept-
able because of the posibi1ity af spaikIng. An attempt was made to firid a
substitute LBNP pump both within and outside of ARC Three pps were ob-tained
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for testing: a 28 VDC axial, a 28 VDC three-phse, and a 110 VAC single-phase
centrifugal type, all supplied by ARC. All 3 pumps subjectivaly appeared to
provide less airflow and bave less capability to develop a significarit pressure
differential thdn the original LEN? pump, but thia comparisori was made difficult
because of large differ'enc:s iri pump orifice sizes.
After consultation w.th ARC electrical and mechanical engineering staff,
it was decided that 2 of tho 28 VDC axial pumps mounted in paraliel inight provide
enough capacity to conduct the !BNP test. A manifold system which provided a
single inlet and outlet was designed and fabricated at ARC. A 28 VDC power
supply was adapted so that cutput voltage to the purups could be controlled from
0 to 28 VDC. This system, during testing, was able to produce only about 10% of
the pressure differeritial produced with the original LBNP pump; consequently,
approval was obtained to use the ariginal LBNP purnp and voltage control.ler on
the cv- gg o for ground-based LBNP tests. The aircraft-approved 28 VDC pumps were
motrnted in the UCB bioinstrumentation rack and used during flight to simulate
an TJBNP test ancl verify the adequacy of the electrical power and data interface
i-or this subsystem. For the CV-. 990 flights a new 2-pod LBNP control panel was
designed and fabricated, which provided for the independent application of LBNP
or fixed flow rate ventilation to the lower haif of either pod as desired.
These factors and the delay in delivery of appropriate shelving and bracketry
caused ari additional last-minute rusi to complete the wiring in this rack.
An additional module not incorporateci in the EFL bioinstrumentation
laboratory rack was the signal conditioners irrterfacirig the sensed physiological
parameters with the data acquisiion system of strip-chart recorders, the CPIOO
1 1 -charniel analog tape recorder, and the airborne digital-data acquisition system
(ADDAS). While the cotnmutation of informatio p from 2 pods had previously been
demonstrated at EPLJUCB, the measurements of respiratory gases were multiplexed
for one channel input for the strip chart and tape recording, while the ADDAS
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received these signaJ.s separate1y. The signals were identified by code to
indicate frcm which pod they originated. A 6-chanriel multipiexer was also
Incorporated for temperature measurements	 (1) M/S inlet temperature, (2) upper
pod 111 (3) lower pod 111, (4) upper pod 112, (5) lower pod //2, and (6) for
reference ancl calthrations.
The total nuither of parameters identified by the signal conditioner are
listed iri Table 4. Table 5 shows the distribution of the data to ADEAS, the
CP-100 tape recorder, and the 2 Brush stripchart recorders.
4.3.3 EPLI/UCB Data Acqui8ition Rack
.3,3.1 Mechanical
Table 6 contairis the list of modular components included iri the EPL/UCB
Data Acquisitiori Rack (Standard Highboy). The Tektronix R-40j.O-1 console, an
ADDAS teleprinter with keyboard, was mounted initially in this rack
	
t duririg
the course oE the flights was removed for uce on another experimental aircraft.
No untowarc complications arose as a result of rnountthg his equipment. The
total weight 02 these modules were within recoTnmended limits. tracketry for
the recorder ancl str'apping for the packaged Gould Brush Couplers were
fabricated by the sheet metal shop. Although chart paper pickups were avail-
able, they were not inounted on the recorders due to tiine limitatioris. The
strip-chart recorders were mounted in the outboard bay at a height where a
seated experimenter could reasonably rnake notations on the chart paper during
fiight.
43.3.2 Electronic
Cabling frorn the signal conditions in the EPL/UCB bioinstruent;tion rack
provided the interface with the EPL/UCB Data Acquisition Racks Problems were
encountered iri the rnultiplexed temperature recordings perticular'Iy in regard
to the refex'ene ternperature which drifted in relationship to the ambient
•moerature within the aircraft.
434 NASA/ARC Tape Recorder CP.-100
.3.4.1 Mechanical
The Ampex CP-100 analog tape recorder was mounted an a lowboy rack in the
manner show in Figure 5.2.g of the Ecperi1Tienters t Flancthook. This £nstrument
weighed 97.6 kg and measured 8448x31 cm. No preflight mechanical problems were
experienced, as this device had a reliable history of flight aboard the CV-990.
4.3.4.2 Electronic
Fourteen chanrzels of physiological data with provision for voice recordirig
were plarrned as outlined in Tabies 1. and 5. Provision was also rnade to identify
portions of the tape for playback and coinparisori with Lrush strip-chart recording.
4.3.5 NASA/ARC Biotelemetry (T/M) Data Acquisition Rack
4.3.5.1 Mechanical
The dimensions of the modular cornponents of the ItASA/ARC bioteJ.emetry system
are shown in Table 7. No untoward difficulties were encountered with the shelf-
mountir, braaketry or placenient within a standard highboy rack.
4.3.5.2 Electronic
A suimiiary of the operatiorial aspects of this ystem is shown in Appendix C.
A more detailed descriptiori of the system and its operation will be found in
other reports resulting from the Elight experiment.
4.3.5 Input to ADDAS Computer
Several rneetings were held c'rith representatives from Informatics, the
coritractor responsible for the operation of the CV-990 cornputer. Mr. Don Wilson
of Infor'matics assigned Mr. Steve Nelson to write to progran needed to accomplish
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the experiment data objectives. Nr, Tim Connally of NASA/ARC maintathed close
liaison between the experimGnters ancI Informatics to assure the electronic
1ntgrity from signal concLtioners to the data acquisition systems. EPL/UCI3
experimeriters submitted detailed information in regard to their measurement
and computer printout requirGmants. This input is showri in Appendices H
through M for the on-line computation arld data reduction for the RGE measure-
ments (1), mass apectrometer inlet pressure arid upper pod pressure (1), on-lIne
computation of lower pocl pressure (J), mass spectrometer inlet, upper and lower
pod temperatures (K), heart rates (L), and nutrient intakes (M).
5.0 Perforinance
5.1 Monkey Pods
5.1.1 Insertion Procedures
The proceciures for insertion of the test subject in the couch and pod were
outlined in Appendix B, and for the purposes of this test were initially carried
out on the T/M iinplanted nionkey 11337, Simple, 5 May 1076 in J3ldg. 236. The
restrained monkey and pod were then transported to the Airkorne Science laboratory
ir Bldg. 211, where they remained ready for flight participation. The same
procedures were perforwed for 2 monkey test subjects, 11337, Simple (T/M implant)
and f174, Exeter (skin ECC loads) servirig as a control on 10 May 1976 and again
on 17 May 1976. Three people were involved in this activity, Dr. D. F. Kahlrnann
and Mr. R. C. Mains of EPL/UCB, and a NASA/ARC representative, either Mr. R.
Miranda or ?4r. G. floggess. Mr. N. Donnelly of Northrop, UASA/ARC contract
support acting as an observer, and Mr. R. Carnahar of the Photo Technology
Branch, NASA/ARC were present on several occasions.
In genera1 the asseinhly af parts and irisertion of th' test subjects
proceeded without major difficulty. ror several weeks the 4 civailable t;t
subjects had consumed food rations in excess of maintenarice requireTnent;. A;
a result, 11337, Siniple in particular was extreinely obese in relation to hi
overall stature. Despite this condition, the mid-piece subassembly and the
restraint jacket were aJle to accommodate his abdomira1 dimensiom31 The
placement of the extcrnal T/M encrgizing coil. for 11337, Simple was carefuliy
monitored electronically during the insertion procedures to provide the optimum
location between the lacket ancl the external thorax. Thus, the T/M monkey took
slightly longer to enclose completely in the pod than did the control animal
with cutaneous ECC leads.
Froin preliminary post- .surgical evaluations of all the biotelemetry implanted
monkeys referred to In Table 8, 1/422, Bushy (dedgnated as 116014 by NASA/ARC)
was considered to rransrnit the best quality signa1. It was planried to uti1iz
this animal in the last week of the flight series when all experimerlt svtems
would potentially be in full operatiori. However, on 17 May 1976, when this
animal was scheduled to be inserted in the pod, an area of infection requiring
clinical care was noted on the thorax near the surgical wcufld. It was deemed
advisable to dQlete this anma1 from the experimental schedule. 11337, Simple
was again placed in pod restraint for this flight period.
5.1.2 On-board Iristailation
Prior to each flight the monkey pods were separated frcn the ground based
laboratory environmental support apparatus in the Airborne Science Laboratory.
The supprt consisted of water and food reservoirs ind provision for air
ecchange in he upper pod. Air flow for the lower pod was also avaiiable but
it was not used during the experiment, as excreta odors were mininial. 'Jrine
was removed from the collection bag each morning at 24-hour intervals prior to
movement af the pods to the aircraft.
Although a prelirninary schedule of estimated takeoff times was issued,
it was not known precisely when the events would occur until the "stand up"
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meetirigs held each morning at 0815 in the Airborne Science Laboratory. It was
also advaritageous to move the pods on board at a time which would minirnize te
possiblllty of prolonged envfrorimental changes clue to power outs, pr-fuight
activity of support personnel, and cabth temperature bulld up while the doors
were still apen ori the aircraft. In additlon, the majority of the instrunient
calibrations associated with the monkey pod system could he made without the
pods installed on board. Therefore, movement of the pods to the aircraft was
scheduled to correspond as close as possible to door closure which, iri turx.,
was approxiniately 0.5 hour before takeoff.
Upon reaching this rrtilestine, the pods were placed ori platfortn doliles
and then loaded OrILU ci forklift vehicle and moved to t1e aircraft. The location
of the aircraft at this time varied with each scheduled flight day, beinE either
within the Bldg. 211 harigar or just outside on an adjacent ramp 	 In bth
situations, the time on the forklift did not exceed 5 minutes. As an emergency
backup, an EPL/tJCB furriished, lightweight, foot-controlled air pump with line
attachmerit was avai1b1e for pod use at all times. The device was not UCd
duririg the course af these trials as the maximum tirne period where air flow to
the upper pod was not provided never exceeded 20 minutes.
Pod loading on board was accomplished through the dft cabiri door with the
designated outboard position pod entering first, dollied forward in the a5sle,
and secured to the rack. The inboard pod was then secured in a simi1r manner.
Two trained and skillful employees of the aircraft metal shop were instrumerital
in the accomplishment of the task of loading and securing the monkey pods aboard
the aircraft.
5.1.3 During Flights
As a result of prelirninary meetings, it was deemed advisable to check out
the bioteJ.enietry systern for any aircraft electronic interference, and this was
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done sdticfactorUy during a preliminary flight on 30 Apr'I1 1976. The pods,
without test subiects and secured th the pod rack, were also subjectd to a
mechanical engineering check-out flight on L May 1976. The pods, while In
fJ.ight, were adiuzted to both the horizontal and vertical posltlons without
dlfflculty, and all requiremente for the pod in-flight hardware specifications
were deerned to be adequate.
Twa flights with orie pod and a telemetry implanted rnonkey followed ori
6 and 7 May. When the EPL/UCB instruinentation rack was finalLLy installed
aboard the aircraft, 2 nonkey pods with test monkeys (one coritrol and o ie T/M
implanted) were flowrt on 11, 13, 17, 19 and 21 May 1976.
A summiry of the moi*ey-pod experiment CV-990 flights is shown irt Table 9,
Appendix N contains a copy of the flight plan for 21 Miy 1976, in which zero-g
rnaneuvers were eKecuted.
Throughout the total flight activity involving more than 50 takeoffs and
1ardings, the monkey pod as an element of the total experiment package incorpor-
ated in an aircraft on operational mission functioned well. A few of the
specifics in relation to operation and perforrnance are rioted below:
a) No delay in on-board loading of the pods with ecperirnenta1 monhtys wa
noted. The pods were ready for transfer without interfering with other flight
operations, even though rion-experiment related, last-miriute, sched.ule chiinge
occurred each	 r.
b) It was demonstrated that the inonkey pods provide a comfortable and
feasible restraint device for a non-human primate that can be used as a
sur'rogate for man in investigating aerospace-related physiological phenoeria.
c) Safety aspects of the pod were evident, both wi.th  respect to the test
subjects themselves, and in relation to the iinmediate attendant personnel. In
addition, visitors to the area, either in the ground-based laboratory or an board
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the aircraft with litt].e or no knowledge of biology were able to br in proxlmity
to tlie aniln&.3 with minimal impact on the experiment While it is realized that
constraints on the presence of humans thring the performance of certaln itects
of a controUd physiological experiment may be necossary, it is also evident
that emergency situations can arise which my involve the interaction af
ine>perienced Versonnel with the test subjects and whlch couid be remedied
without traurna to person or anitn&L.
d) Trouble-shooting of pod experiment-.module malfunctions proved to be
feisib1e without removal of the monkey. As an exarnple, the feeder larnmed
duririg a portior of the test period. As presently designed, this subsy5tem
requires the separation of the upper pod hd for iista11ation arid most major
repairs. This was accomp1ished with both pods on sevra1 occasions in thc
ground laborator'y area after all other approi rhes had been tvied without
corrective results.
rhe f-ollowing notation is a record c'f this activity.
Tirne of
Date	 Monkey	 Uood Removal	 Remarks
12 May	 174, Exeter	 1400_1550	 Mechanical malfunct!on feeder --
removeci, cleaned, air-dried and
replaced.
1t337, Simple	 1500-1610	 Feeder clearied and replaced.
	0830-0950	 Inspectiori of feer mechanism.
Monkey hand-.fed while hood removed.
	
0850-1205	 Lightly tranquilizod with Ketamine
HC1 (60 mg) I.M. anu subcutaneow
ECG leads refurbished.
13 May	 #17 14, Eeter
18 May	 #174, Exeter
20 May	 #337, Simple	 0845_1145	 Feeder electronic check.
e) Collection of 24-h..ur, clear, uncontaminated urine satnples was made
from both test monkeys by a method which Feasibly should function in a weight-
iessness environment. Further discussion will be found in paragraph 6.6,
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Excreta Collection and Handlthg, under the teat rsu1ts af this report.
1) TLltirig of the pods withiri the aircraft-mounted rack was accomp].ished
without difficulty on the grourd and th flight. Landir.s and takaoffa occurred
while the pods were in either the horizontal position where increases in the
±Gz direction were experienced, or vertically with an increased +G X load.
Components of the pod andinterfacing electronic, gas, and water lines reiiained
integrally sourd iri hoth these situations, as well as during short perlods of
weightlessness.
5.2 EPL/UCB Bioinstrumentation Rack
5.2.1 During F'lights
Power supp].ied to this rack from Station 17 was single-phase 60 Hz 115 VAC
aircraft source. An internal power 2upply ].ocated within the rack, as showri
ITJ Table 3, provided direct current for the M/S control unit, calibration gas
solenoid vaives, the ti-way vaive arid 2 heating tapes. This power supply was
set at 25 VDC. All other comporlents operated on a].ternating current.
While it was noted that the 4-way vaive for alternately saTnpling the upper-
pod exhaust gases vihxated considerably wheri takeoffs and landings were executed
by the aircraft, it continued to functiori satisfactorily throughout the test
period.
During f].ight, the proto'cols shown in Appendices H and 1 were followed
for operating the respiratory gas exchange modules. The signal-conditioner
system was not switched on until all the modules, including the mass spectrometer,
were in an operating mode. Conversely, the signal conditioners were switched off
prior to shut-down of the respiratory gas-exchange apparatus,
The signal-conditioner module carrying the trarismission af the mass
spectrometer inlet pressure date (parameter 6) had to be powered after the
remaining modules were switched on due to an apparent incompatibility with the
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ma5a apectrometør electronics 0 If this sequence was followed, rio 1ntrference
with other parameters was rioted and reliaJle signalB were obtained. Corrective
action atteitpted by e].ectroriic support personriel during the course of these
trialfi failed to alleviate the aituetion.
Some dlfficulty diso arose with the comutated tmperature-signe1 outputs.
The calIbr'ation or refercnce temperature eppeared to drlft with changes in
a5.rcraft cabth envf.ronment. This, in turri, may have had some 1mpact on the
accuracy of pod temperatures recorded during the test1
Eating and drinklng activity signals were not reliably recorded due to
eiectronic incompatbi11ty, and attempts mado to correct riamo were not completely
sitisfactory. Spurious sign1 emanated from orie fcder, while the other did
not rister feeding-lever manipulatioris by the monkey subect 	 Thr feeder arid
waterer, which had functioned satisiactorily ciuririg previous test5, were dis-
inantled during the course of instrument preparaticn for these tests. Some of
the components were utiLized with additional parts in fabricating a modified
syitem which would conform to the constrairits of the aircraft. With lirnited
tiine and personnel involved and other facets of fahrication giveri higher
priorities, the system was not given a substantial base-line test, 1owever,
backup provision for food and water dispensing was adequate to maintain the
pbysiological integrity of the test subjects. During actual i1ights access
by the monkeys to food pellets was limited ard the water allowance was controlled
by a hand v&Lve.
5.3 EPL/UCB Data Acquisition Rack
5.3.1 During rlightr.
This rack was powered from station 6 with single-phase 60 Hz 115 VAC.
Frobiem areas arose in the Interfacing of the NAA/IJIRC furriished biotacftoneter.
The condition improved, however, with each successive flight. The cardiovascular
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igna1 iriput from the telemetry-implanted monkey was not of optimum quality
when compred to that received from the cutaneou5 ECC leads. rurther dicu1on
will be found tn pargrph 153 of th ; j report and In additlonal reports to be
submttted b' NASA/ARC. Ttii parameters associated with rep.ratory gas excliange
were recorded wtth1n accaptable limits.
There appeared to be rio other major problemb specltically associuted with
the ccnporients w1thn this rack. A strip-thart paper pickup would hive Le*n
desirable; one was irovided but n. mounted ori the recorder. With thc recorder
running at slow speed for the rnajorlty of the tme fo1dh of the data pe
was &asily accotnplished by marival
	 ir..1ation.
5 • 4 NASA/ARC Tape Recorder C?(O
5..1 During Tlights
Power, to this analog tape recorder mounted on a lowboy rack iri the aircr€ift
was supplied by the LWO Hz electrical outlet at station 17. Fourteeri datd
chairnels of respiratory gas-. exchange arid cardiovascular parameters (hoth Control
and T/M) were selected for iriputs to this recorder. A voice channel identified
specific locations on the tape corresponding to the direct strlp-chart recordings.
Post-flight playbacks to a strip-chart recorder were made to compare data output
and acquisition resulting from the two methods. Further consideratiori of the
tape recorder will be discussed under the esults section of this report.
During the last flight af the series en 21 May 1976 an expermnental PCM
recordirig device was incorporated Into the lowboy rack containing the CP100
recorder. An analysis of its performance characteristics wan to be mado ly
Mr. Jarnes Connolly of the Electro-.Systems ngineeing Branch at ASA/AFC.
5.5 NASA/ARC Biotelemetry (T/M) Rack
5.5.1 During Flighth
As shown iri TaLle 9, a preliminary flight with certain cornporients of the
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biotelemetry syBtem thcluding an implant module were tested a.board the CV-C
for the poathi1ity of any radio frequency interference (RrI) or electro-
inagnetic interference (1P41) Letween the 6ircreft or the unit ltself. When th
total inctrunentation package, Including recetver, demodulator, strip chart
recorder, power supply and anci]lary equlpment, wan flown th a standard hghio
rack it apparently functloned as rredlcted. Data dropouts during portion3 1
the f1iht were attrthu'ted to shifts in poltion of the externdlly p1ac'd
eneiizing coil. Adlustment of the aorc.ic pressure traclng on tti p strip-chart
reoording charrnel was frequeritly required. No doubt this wis due to the design
requirement of having the aortic pressure triinsducer a-c coupled to prrvent
zero drift. rurther details of the biote1metry portiori of the flight dctiv
will be found !n reports originating from JASA/ARC.
56 ADDAS Experinenta1 input arid Output
The initial printouts obtairied from the ADDAS computer were fraginentary
prior to the flight of 17 May 1976. On this flight, data outputs were showo
uccessfu1y as voltages. On the final two fl.ights of 1) and 21 May thc
parameters were printed in physiological units. On-iine problems eri.ountered,
which were partially alleviated in progressive flights, were the adjustment f
iriput ci1thration voltages and correctioris of programming bugs. In Appendix 0
is shown a sample of the ADDAS printout with added explanatory notes af the
monkey pod experiment parameters. The "report" or printout was oLtained from
the ADDAS once ever',r rninue and llsts the computed mean value based an a namplinJ7
frequency af 1 per second fr all paraineters except water and food intiike.
Drinking and eating activity were sernpled 10 tijnes per secotid in order that th-
occurrence of events would not be missed.
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60 Test 1esu1ts
61 Experimental Subject Behavior
In a strict expertinanta1 protocol sense, it was difficult to contrr1 all
aspects of the test subjects' erivironment. }-iowever, this project did exred
the base line of previous ground tests in relationshir to form, fit and furiction
in integrating a sophisttcated tiological payload witnin an aircraft ori ai
opex'ational mission. Some of the factors in this exercise which were beyond
exrerijnenter control and iinpacted on monkey behavior cern be listed as foliows:
a) Light and thirk cycles were not strictly adhered to on a 12L:12D basis
with lights on at 0600 and off at 1800.
b) Temperature aricl hi.nidity in the ground-based Airborne Scierice Laboratory
were controlled. However, the levels were differerit from thos experiericed
aboard the aircraft and in transport between areas of activity.
c) Ambient pressures within the aircraft during flight varied from tbe
equivalent of less than 300 mers in altitude to ovor 2100 meters.
cl) An unscheduled extended ground situation occurred at Idwards Air Force
Base on 11 May 1976 wheri the monkeys were subjected to elevated ambient
temperatures. An auxiliary temperature and hurnidity control unit was not
readily made available, arid temperatures in excess of 37°C were recorded iri
the upper pod. As has been demonstrated iri an environmental chamber at EPL/UCB
(see S.R. #23 ?. 17-19), temperatures of this nature above 35°C iri conjunc''ion
with the low hurnidities indigenous to the Edwards Air Force Base area are known
to be of a stressful nature for the pig-tailed monkey. To improve the monkey
environment, remedial measures such as shading the aircraft windows with lab
coats, increased allowances af water intake, and addiog water to the air irilet
of the upper pod were employed. Subjectively, the inonkeys appeared to appreciate
such action and clid not make attempts to struggle against their restraint system,
which would have no doubt further coniprornised their thermal equilibriurn.
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e) For reasons described in paragraph 5.1.3 of this report, the upper hood
was removed on several occasions thiring the test period.
All of the preceding actioris were accompUshed ae contingency measures to
carry out the full experimental prograln. The operatthnal versatility of the
pod system in coping with emex'gency situations and aliowing experimenters to
perforn tasks of obtainlng physiological data without totaily compromising the
trial objectives was demonstrated.
5.2 Respiratory Cas Excharige
Respiratory gas-exchange measurements were carried aut in-flight on the
two test animais, Exeter (1/174) and Simple (037), by alternate samplirig of
the upper-pod exhaust air streams every 15 Inin for respiratory gas analysis by
a mass spectrometer. As indicated earlier, tbe EPL/UCB Bioinstrumentation Rack,
including the mass spectrorneter was placed on-board the CV-990 for a "shake-down"
flight on 11 May 1976. Respiratory gas-exchange data were recorded on strip
charts startirig with the flight of 13 May 1976, and includthg the flights of
17, 10, and 21 May 1076. Sinrnitaneous recordings of the data on analog tape and
elements of ADDAS were progressively incorpoxted into the test system :luring
the final weeks of flights1
Inasmuch as strip charrs were the only recorders previously available for
use with the EPL/UCB monkey-pod systeln, this recording systeln, albeit with its
iimitations, was considered the primary source of physiological data for the
CV.-990 flights. The strip-chart data also served as a frarne of reference for
the new experience of analog tape recording and computer-processed data
acquisition. As mentioned above, the analog tape recorder and ADOAS were
introduced stepwise into the data-collection scheme during successive flights,
and near-cornpletion of a fully operational data systert, was not realizecl until
the final flight on 21 May 1976. Accordingly, most of the test results for
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respiratory gas exchange reported herein were derived from post-flight antlyais
of strip-cht records. Opportunity Eor comparisons between recordirg systems
was provided by the data yield from the flight of 21 flay 1976.
Respirlatory gas-excharige data are typically collected in our 1abortory
over anywhere from 3 to 30 days and reported on an hourly basis as 1iters/ir.
Uowever, because the cv.-iYo fJ.ights were only of 2 to 3 hours duration, the
results were computed instead on a minute-hy-mirute basis in cm 3/min. Figs. 4..7
show such records of respiratory gas exchange for the flights of 13, 17, 19 and
21 May 1176 respectve1y. Since the prthcipal aeronautics ob-jective of th
flights concerned new landing techniques, the minute-by .-minute values of cabin
pressure (upper pod pressure) were also included in th figures to indicate the
most obvious environmental var3ab1e during the course of the measurernentr.
As can be seen from the recults, there ws a fairly large variability in
respiratory gas-exchange rates; however, some relatioriship with tho flight
profiles may be discerned. The resp'nse time of the gas analysis sy tem is of
the order of several minutes, whereas the notable events in the fiiht pro11e
were relatively transient, lasting perhaps no longer than a minute. Th
Kepplerian maneuvers resulted in a zero-g conditlon of a tew seconds, 1 , 1 :IOWfl
in Fig. 8. As judged by the cantlnuous strip-chart records of cabiri preure,
most of the 1anL.g and takeoff maneuvers were initiated from level flight at
low altitudes and were complete iri approxiinately one minute. Hence, anytir
less than major responses of the animais to the aircraft maneuvers tended to be
damped aut by the buffering effect of the response time of the system.
Tabies 10-13 show the overall mean values of respiratory gas exchange for
the 2 animais during each of the flights of 13, 17, 19 ,
 and 21 May 1976. Ii-i
apparent contrast to the heart-rate data, there was no clear trend in the resu1t;
to suggest an adaptation by the monkeys to the experience of aircraft fiiht
In fact, the mean values of 02 consumption and CO2 production rates were highest
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th both animais during the laat flight of 21 May 1976. FTozevr, as inentioned
previously, a variety of extrarieous stirnuli were operative througliout the CQUDSe
cf the flights, and may be axpected to have contributed to a variability in the
results, particularly considering 'the shor-t duration of the flights.
The one systematic findthg in the Despiratory gas exchange data was the
consistently higher respirator'y quotient oi Exeter (i1174) compared to that of
Sirnple (11337). Simple (11337) coniumed less food during the fliglits and as noted
earlier, WaS clearly overweight The low R.Q. observed for Sirnple (1337) would
seem to suggest he ws drawing rieavily on his fat reserves to meet his energy
requiremerits during this time.
At the conclusion of the series of CV-990 flights, the analog tape of the
data from 21 May 1976 was replayed in the laboratory and recorded on strip charts
to evaluate the quality of transcription. A represontative 20-mth segment of
the playback was selected for comparison with the corresponding segment in the
original, direct strip-chart recording. As cin be seen irt Table 14, the values
obtained from reading the original and transcribed strip-chart records wer'e
quite cornparable. Some 60 Hz rioise detracted somewhat from the aesthetic quality
of the tape transcriptiorl in a few of the chanriels, but had rio irnpact 	 th
reading of the records which were otherwise very faithfully reproduced.
The reduction of strip-chart data for respiratory gas-exchange mea;uremerits
involves a laborious and highly subjective procedure of reading the record.,
conversion of the readirigs to physiological units, followed by a series of sinp1e
yet time-consumirig arithmetic operations. For the CV-900 flights, opportunity
was made availãble to us to utilize the on-board capability of tho Airborne
Digital Data iquisition System not only to digitize and log the signal output:
from all of the iristrumentation, but to automaticaliy average and convert the
raw voltages to physiological or enginaering units. Further, the systern was
prograrnmed to take the respiratory gas-exchange paraxneters in physiological
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units and carry out the several secondary arithmetic operations to yield the
!inal x'esults; i.e., the 02 consuinptiorz and CO2 production rates, in-flight
on essentially a real-time, minute-by-ininute basis.
Tablo 15 shows a comparison of 0 2 consumption arid CO 2 production rates of
the 2 test animais for the flight of 21 Nay 1976, computed on the one harid
from post- . flTght analysis of strip chart reccrds, and on the other, by ADDf.S on
a real-time basis during flight. The mean values of 02 consumption rate were
reasonably close. The 002 production rates, however, were surprisingly
dissimilar, with that computed ]y ADDAS some 10-15% lower than that calculated
from the strip charts. Inasmuch as the respiratory quotients obtained from the
strip .-. chart data appear1 to be within reasonable limiLs, while those computed by
ADDAS seem low, one is inclined to attribute the discrepancy to an underestimate
of CO2 production rate by ADDAS. It is clear, however, that the problem is
experirnenter induced, arid riot associated with the soft- or hardware.
Foliowing verification of input/output voltages and de-bugging of prograins
during earlier flights, the on-line computation of respiratory gas exchange was
given a final checkout lust prior to the last flight ori 21 Mey 1976, using sample
calculations such as shown in Apperidix P. The NASA/ARC signal conditioner was
used as a multi-channel, constant-voltage source to simulate the simu],taneous
signal inputs from the mass spectrometer and niass flowmeter to ADDAS. Having
first entered the calibration .Eactors for the pararneters, cabin air cornposition
was entered as voltages, converted to gas fractions and stored as constants.
The computer was then placed in the nrunu mode and a set of voltages repr'esenting
the mass spectrometer signal outputs for the gas fractions of pod exhaust air
and the mass flow of air through the pod were generated by the signal conditioner.
At the same tiie the signal outputs were monitored and recorded from a digital
voltmeter for manual calculations. Given the same calibration factors and
constants, the raw voltages reduced by hand to respiratory gas-exchange values
yielded results which were identical to that reported by ADIDAS, thereby
-r.ri rrn.-1ine conrnutations during fJ.3.ght.
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Owing to a limit-ation In the riunther of charinels available, the signal
outputs for the espiratory gs fractic'ns from the inass spectrorier were
multiplexed and recorded on a single channel of the strip-chart recorder.
Each of the Lf gas fractions was measured for 15 sec out of each mhiute. AEWAS1
on the other hand, hacl rio lirnitation on the nurither of channels and r,corded the
gas fractions thdividu1J.y and continuuusly. Thus, the 2 sets of data are,
in fact, not really ident5raL The difference in CO2 productian rat&, however,
would appear to be much larger than could be accourited for by a difference in
sampling duration.
It is possible that the calibration factors, units/volt for ADDAS and
units/chart divisiori from the strip charts, were not exactly equivalent tor
the gas fractiori F021 with that of ADDAS erring on the low side. For example,
the voltage reaclings taken during the pre-flight calibration period for the
full-scale value af CO2 rnay not have been sufficiently representative, with the
result that the calibra on factor eritered and stored iri ADDAS inay have been
inaccurate. "Representativenes&' is more obvious oti a continuous trace of a
strip-chart record.
Even more suspect, however, i. another constant entered in the computer,
namely, the gas fraction F02 for cabin air. Again, the voltage reading from
which the CO2 content of cabin air is derived and stored, was takeri during the
pre-flight calibration period and may not have been appropriate for use durtrig
flight. In addition to the ever-present spectre of operator crror, there is
he distinct possibility that the cabin air composition was actually diff±rent
before and during flight. The experiment area on the aircraft was typicallv
congested with traffic and activity during the pre-flight period. Given the
relatively small and unventilated cabin space of the parked aircraft, the FCO7
inay well be expectecl to have been soniewhat high. The strip-chart record for
cabin air compo3ition was obtained while the aircraft was ta<iing arid during
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the first few rninutes of flight before the gas sainpling system was switched
over to monitor the gas outflows from the pods. With the aircraft now on Lts
own power and air conditioners in operation, the cabin air comp0it1on may
theri have been rnore typical. In fact, the FCO2 of cabin	 used by ADDAS
was 0.0012, while that for the calculatioris from the strip charts was 0.0005.
For a 
rCO2af 0.0090-0.0100 iri the exhaust air from the monl<ey pods the
difforence in cabiri air FCO2 would introcluce a discreparicy of nearly io% in
the AFCO2 and hence in the CO2 production rate.
In less unusual circumstances, urider more coritrolled conditions - free of
the distractions attending power inter'ruptions, without the aperational constraint
re(juiring completion uf calthration procedures before aircraft door closure,
etc., greater care can be taken to ensure reliable calibratiorj factors artd
c,nstants for the on-board computer. Given accurate information, a system such
as ADDAS is clearly a far superior data system than strip-chart records. In
addition to the ohvlous advantage of obtaining processed and finished physiolog-
ical data on a rea1-tije basis, its fidelity may be as inuch as 2 orders of
magnLtude better than that of a multi-channel strip-chart recorder, which
necessarily will result iri 1.etter data. In any case, the above prob1&r
n)twithst.1nding, LLseful information was gained from the CV-090/ADDAS experience
and the evaluation of these test results.
6.3 Cardiovascular Measurements.
Fleart rate was obtained from monkey 174 by the application af bi-polar,
silver/sLLver chloride ECG leads to the thorax lust prior to insertion into the
pod. Heart rate from nionkey p337 was obtained from the te1e1Tetry ECG output
signal. both ECG signals served as iriputs to Brush biotachometers which gave
heart rate as output signals to a strip-chart rccorder.
A variety of rni r or electronic arid mechanical interface problerns during
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the f].ights reu1ted in spotty heart-rate data return. The usable minute-by-
mthute heart rates from the 2 animals during the 4 flights on 13-21 May ar
plotted iri Fig. q	 While the results are far from being totaily satisfactory,
nonetheless they are sufficient to dernonstrate that the physiological conctition
of the animais was generaily stable during the flights. It inay also be
concluded that with more time and attention in system preparation than was
available in the present circumstances, totaily satisfactory in-flight heart-
rate recording could have beeri achieved readily.
The on-line conlputation of both heart rates and the upper/lower pod
differential pressure was accomplished by the ADDAS system according to a
technique descrthed .in appendices I J and L of this report. Sixty samples
per second of signal voltage outputs were read by the ADDAS system and used
to compute minute averages for each of the 3 paraineters. These averages were
initially printed ou-t on a CRT display and later in the flight as hard copy
on a line printer located on the EPL/UCB Data Acquisition Rack.
The prograrn for the computation af heart rate was to have iricluded high
and low heart rate limits selected by -the e>perirnenter, beyond which values
would not be included in the cu.utation of the minute rate. The nurnher of
values used in the computatiori (50 or less) of the average was to be printed
a1o. The final progratn included orily a high heart rate limit and this was
selected to be 250 beats/min (full scale) throughout the flights. The prograi1
for heart rate worked well during the flights, as shown th Table 15. Mean
heart rates fom the ADDAS arid the strip-chart records differed on the average
by only 3 beats/min for both pods, with the ADDAS values usually lower than the
estimates frcm strip chart records. The high-iirnit cut-off on heart rate
helped to prevent ECG artifacts from heing included in the heart rate computa-
tion. A iini1ar low-limit cut-cff at about 100 beats/nin would have helped
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eliminate the inclusion of valUes in the coinputation when the carcliotachomter
was not able to count R waves due to a poor ECG signal input.
Duririg the preparation of this report, strip-chart racords of the
biote1enetry data were rnade available and an interpretation of the cardio-
vascular data output in regard to heart rate, left ventricular and aortic
pressures was mado. Assuming that tbe nadir of the ventricular pulse
represented zero torr and that the extent of the zero-cal span represented
100 torr and 180 torr respectively, regardless of the sensitivity setting on
the recorder channel, a peak left-ventricular pressure could be deteriniied.
This peak pressure would in turn be the saTne as the aortic systolic pressure,
and by caiibration with the indicated zero-cal span on the aortic pulse-wave
chanriel, aortic pulse pressure and diastolic pressuro were estimatecl. Heart
rates were deterinined by counting the number of pulses per unit time dtiring
the identicsl period that the pressures were calculated.
Some data on all parameters were derived at various stages of fllght
activity. Heart rates ranged ±i'om a low of 129 to 216 beats per minute, peak
left-ventricular pressure from 118 to 200 torr, aortic diastolic pressure from
81 to 127 torr, and aortic pulse pressure from 32 o 55 torr. The highc'r levels
of these observations were obtained either during the first week of the flights,
ar when the monkey strugg1d against his restraint following iriitial placement
in the supine position arid the application af lower body negative pre5sur..
Thcse extremes were of a transient nature.
A sumazy of telernetered cardiovascular measurements for a series of
observations on 11, 17, 19 and 21 May made under similar conditions of level
flight while the pod was positioned upright with the monkey relatively
undisturbed is shown in TabJ.e 17. It would appear that the test sublect becazne
more accustomed to the environment with successive flights. Table 18 contains
a summary of observations obtained during delayed flap maneuvers of the CV-990.
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Although initially there seemed to bo some differences in carcliovascular
performance during the 3 8spects of this maneuver, that Is, tha descent,
touchdown and subsequent ascent, the meari values for 10 observatiors showed
very slight or rio change. On the other band, the levels of these measilremerits
did decrease with each succeeding flight clay, as did those observed during
level flight. However, they tended to be higher on the average than those
observed during level flight.
Monkey Condltion and NutritionaL Intake
The procedures for monkey .insertion and removal have beeri disctisseu iri
previous paragraphs. In consideration of monkey bebavior (paragraph 61), it
was noted that both nionkeys were sublected to environments which would not
usually occur in the conduct of an optiinum experiment without the constrairtts
of time encountered. These situations were reflected to some cxtorit iri tne
physical condition of the monkeys, particularly iri their body weight wheri
compared to previous trials. Both anirnais were over-conditioned prior to
initial iriser'tion in the pods. Rates of weight loss were greater frorn 5-14 May
than during the last week of the flight schedule, as shown in T.3ble lfl.	 &uvcr,
recovery period5 in the cage foliowing remaval were within noniiel 1imts, md
rio leg edema or loss of kinesthetic activity was evider3t.
On 7 May 1976, upon removal frorn the pod, a mid-dorsai skin lesion
(5 cm x 5 em) was rioted on #337 5 Simplc. The abrasion was treated with
ruracin	 ointment1 The causative factor was beLieved to have been mechinica1
or therrnal resulting from the placernent of the external energizing eoil or the
power osciilator niodule of the Liotelelnetry stbsystem. For the next infertion
of this monkey the power oscillator was mounted in a more posterior po3ition ori
the couch. The energizing coil terminal to connectiog electronic wiririg had
several abrasive areas. As a palilant this junction WdS wrapped with sevira1
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ldyers of tape. In addition, the applicatlon of power lnput in activation of
the system was niiniinizd to pxevent overheatthg. No further decriement of the
skin 1eion occurred during tbe balance of the period when he was placed
wIthin a pod from 10-14 May and ag1n frorn 17-21 t4ay. On 17 May, 111422 Bushy,
who was origlnally scheduled for the final week of flights, requlred clirdcal
attention and was deemed unsuitable for pod insertion.
As has been mentioned iri previous repcAs frorn this laboratory, one of the
problems enccuntered with the present feeder is a rnalfunctiori which occurs du
to the breakage af food pellets. The Puriria Monkey Chow (P140) 5040 pellets,
which are comrnercially availeble, have a tendency to crumble unless tbey are
carefully selected and handlecA. Under spring loading, which may be a solution
to a funotional feeder capable of operation in zero-g, the potential disintegration
of the pellets would be accentuated. Pellets of a slightly smaller dimension
have heen obtained frorn NASA/ARC, which appeared to have the consistericy and
hardness to withstand the iction of a spring loadecl feeder. These pellets were
rnmufactured for NASA by Strn1abs, Inc. of Portland, Oregori for use in the
Crbiting Primate Experiment (OPE). Acceptability was satisfactory to a number
of caged monkeys in the EPL colony. When used in the pod feeder they wert- not
as readily accepted as t PMC 5040 pellets by the test subjects, particularly
in an abrupt transition from the monkey chow ration offered under cage conditions.
A hardness test was conducted with 10 randomly se)ected pellets sized for use
in the present pod feeder and the results are shown in Table 20. t'Srand Xfl
pellets were the result af supplying a manufacturer with regular 15% crude protein
monkey chow and requesting a peliet of the size to be used with the feeder. As
may be noted, the force required to break the ttHrand X" pellets was even less
thart the ?MC 50140 pellets which have been used e>tensive1y 10 ground-based trials.
Thus, tnechanically, it would seem that the ideal food peliet should be able to
withstand a hreakng force of at least 10 kg. Other aspects af the diet which
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neid further ctudy are the reduction ot the excessive crude prott,iri find c1cium
1ve1s preent1y côntained in commercially available non .-hurnari prirnate ratlons.
I)ue to the meilfunctlonthg of the feeder system ln reationsh1p to food
intake activity, a prectse record was not ohtained. However, a record was
kept of the totel numUer of food pallets given to each monkey eithe by feeder
or ori occasion offered hy hand when the pocl hood was removed. Both monkevs
also had troubles in eQtiiating the water dispenser, although they had hid
previous trelning in the pod without probiems. The pressure senor iocated
farther away from the riipple in this test undoubtedly coritributed to the
difficulty. As a result, hencl watering hy gravity flow was resorted to in
order to prosecute the ecperirnent. A food anc water intake summary is shown
in Table 21. It is apparent rhat #174, Exeter consumed considerably more food
than P337, Siuiple. This situation is further exemplifIed in the repirdtory
gas-exchange data where 11337 was no doubt utilizing aore of his body fat stores
for maintenance than 1117L'.
6.5 Application of Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP)
As part of the objective of matking cardiovascular measurements during the
CV-990 flights it was p1nned to record the heart-rate response to 1wer body
negative pressure (LBNP) on both rnonley subjects during flight. LBNP produces
a redistr'bution of blood from central to peripheral reservoirs and thereby
serves as a provocative stress to the cardiovascuZ.ar system under, both 1- and
zerc-g conditi• '.. LBNP is typica].ly applied with the sulvject in the supine
position at 1-g so as to induca a postural redistributior1 of blood. At zero-g
the response to LBNP is independent of body position and is an effective dnd
simple technique for assessing the state of the reserve capacity of the
cardiovascular system.
The hecart-r.te and blood-pressure response of the pig-tailed monkey to
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LI3NP and uprigbt tilt has been described in the 1-epol't "Physiological Studies
In Space with Non-Humar1 Frimates Using the Monkey Pod" (sce Applicable Document
section of this report). During these previous studies it WJB determined that
an incremental LBHP test consisting of 5 min each of 140, 50 and 60 torr was
sufficient to produce a significant heart-rate increase duririg at least one
pressure level for ariy individual monkey. It was also deterinined that a 15 min
control and recovery period was necessary to define the base-line heart rate
and to allow return to that base lirie after LI3NF. After tilting each subject
to the supine position, a 30 min period, prior to beginning the collectiori of
control data, was allowed for stabilization of cardiovascuj.ar parameters since
the tilt process itself is a stressful event for some sublects. This protocol
as it was adapted for 2 pods is documented and included as an apperidix to this
report (Appendix Q).
The capthi1ity for tilting each pod to the hoiizonta1 positior fox' conduct-
ing the LBP test was included in the design requirements for the rnon)ey pod
rack. Tt'e maneuver was accomplished sitrply by removing a holding pin, tiltLng
the pod arid replacing the pin in another ho1e This system worked very well
throughout the flight. Even though the urine collec.tion system (paragraph €.6)
was designed to collect all the urine the possibility existed of some urine
leakage at the monkey/catheter interfaco with the pod in the horizontal position.
To prevent any excreta frorn entering the lower pod air irilet port durthg tilt,
polyvinyl chloride tubes were inserted into the ports from inside of each pod
during pod assembly to act as a standpipe. No excreta entered the ports during
the flights.
ln-flight LI3P tests were performed during 2 flights of the series. Ori
13 May a preL.minary E' min test witA cornpleted with the control monkey, 1!174.
During this test it was detennined that the 28 VDC LBNP rump was able to
generate a m'xiinum upper/lower pod cdfferential pressure af only 6 torr. On
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21 May, 5 mla of 5 torr LBN? ws applied to both monkeys during flight to test
the data lnterface with the ADDAS system.
Ground-baaed LNP tests on board the CV-990 were conducted on both monScey
aubject on two occasions. The increinental LBNP test, followthg the protocol
described in Appendix U,was perforuied pre .-flight on 10 tiay. Several 2..3 min
tests at 60 torr LBNP were conducted post-flight on 21 May.
A summary of the heart rate responses to LBN? during ground-based tests
on the 2 monkeys is shown in Tab.e 22. These data appear
	
111dr to test
results typically obtained at EPL/UCB from monkeys only minimaily conditioried
to supine LIBNP ancl/or under circumstanres where envjronmenta. ciisturbances
(noisc, prodmXty to humans) produce bebavicjral effects on heart rate. CoIitrol
heart rates recorded previously on these 2 subjects during 3-5 day pod tests
in the upright position, but under less distuthing cond!tions, were 35_40 beats
ower than those seen during the supine LBNP test control period or tn the
upright position an the CV-990. Both monkeys exhibited signs of being stressed
(struggling, chewing an feeder hnd1e, etc.) during the supine control and
LBMP periods.
The incrmentai LI3NP test conducted pre-flight on 19 May was condurtcd
under conditions unfworab1e for obtaining good data. Durthg the LNP tet
evera1 persons were actively ivo1ved In calibrating portions of the thstru-.
rnentation directly adlacent to the pods. The rather erratic and minirnal heirt
rate response to incredsing negative pressure levels seen during this test inay
have been partially due to the effect of leg muscle contraction during
strugglthg, which would lessen the quantity of blood pooled.
The post-flight LBNF tests conducted on 21 May took place with the CV-930
mostly empty and relatively quiet and the quality of the heart rate ddta was
improved. On this final flight uay there was not enough tinie post-flight to
con'iUct the full 100 min 2-pod LEN? protocol as planned because of the V-fl
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sebedule requirements. Also, the monkey wlth iinplarited biote1emtry, 11337,
was T-oviding cardiovascular data output only thtermittert1y bec6use of
posttionthg prob1ems with the extena1 energizing coil. A søries consisting
of four 60-torr LI3NP tests ot 2 miri iuration was conducted on this subject in
an dttempt to gther controJ. and LEN? data during the short periods of adequate
data output. It was hoped that the higher pressure level would give a significant
carcIiovascular response duririg 'the shorter duratiori.
Sequential appUcations of LBHP at 60 torr produced heart rate increases
in monkey 11337 of 65, 50, 35 and 50 beats/intn for an average increase of
50 beats/rnin. Mc'nlcey 11174, duririg a single identical test, had this sarne heart
rate int'rease. Previous studies at EPL/UCB with a group of 5 nor'rnal pig-tailed
monkeys tested 3 times each, showed a inean heart rate increase duriig 5 min of
60-1-orr LNP of about 50 beats/miri (range of 30-75).
The in-flight LI-INI' tests at 6 torr coriclucted on two occasions (see section
6.53) did riot produce any significant cardicvascular changes due to the low
pres. tAre differential. These rests were useful iri testing tlie ADDAS on-line
computation of upper/lower Pod diff-erential pressure during flight (see
AppendLces 1 and ii).
Both rnonkeys serving as su1jects had previously experienced L1BNP. The
rnost recent test, however, had occurred 9 tnonths prior to the CV-990 flights
and because of various experiment constraints thase tests had to he conducted
at low pressure in the upright position. Thus neither sublect had bean
conditioned to supine LBNP. Scheduiing constraints relating to hardware
developinent, the irnplaritation of telemetry devices and limitations ori personnel
titne precludc'd the possibility of pre-flight LBNP conditioning trials. This
factor no doubt had an effect on the qu1ity of the heart rate data obtained.
A pre1ininary Look at the telemetry cardiovascular data from monkey 11337
on 19 Ily suggested decreaas in acrtic systolic arid pulse pressures proportional
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to the	 of LBNP app1ied Further disci.is&ion of the effect of LINP on the
te1emetr) data will have to be postponed until ARC staff have coinpleted the
dnalysis of this data, and will hopefully be inoluded in their separate report
on this portion of the experiment.
6.6 Excreta Collection and l-Iandling
A5 a part of the monkey in3ertion proceclures, a silicon tube was placed
over the penis and secured distaily to a urine collection bag (Curity
2,000 mi Bag Code No. 3057) mounted on the back of the lower leg section of the
couch A drainage tube with spxirig-clip occluder lcd from the bag and connected
with a fitting on the lower-pod anterior central aperture. To collect a c1ean
timed, uncontaininated urine sample, the fitting was remoed, the drainage tube
occluder released, and the urine removed. In an attempt to utilize a system
which should function in zero-g, a syringe was used to evacuate the urine
sample. A summary of the timed urine collectioris is shown in Table 23. With
daily lower-pod window observations and upcn monkey removal from the pods, there
was no evidence that leakage occurred. In addition, this separation of the urine
frojn feces tended to reduce the production of obnoxious odors. When the siiicon
tube was detached no evidencc of irritation to the pen!s was apparent. The
silicon tubes foliowing use from 10 to 1)4 May were cleaned and replaced an the
sane monkeys for collections of 17 to 21 May.
Low-ash Eaton Dikoman blotting paper was used to line the lower-pod interior
for excreta collection. Mowever, it is conceivable that this material would not
be needed if urine can continually be separated satisfactorily and the integrity
of the lower pod interior 13 maintained. Thus, quantitative analysis of the
feces cculd be accomplished without the background of absorbent rnaterial. For
use in zcro-g a filter would have to be incorporated in the ethaust gas line
of the lowet pod.
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pith the ].imitations of cost, tirne and personne1 the uririe and feces
sarnples were not saved for chernical analysis a]though the feasibility of
acccmplishing this activity waB again dexnonstrated.
7,0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The time interval alJ.owed for the mechanical and electronic integration
of the lakoratory functioning modules to an airworthiness condition withiri the
instrurnentation racks was inadequate to carry out all aspects of a controlled
physiological experiment. In additior , the monkey-pod experiment was essentialJ.y
riding "piggy backtt on the priinary mission of the CV-990 flights of 3 May
through 21 May 1q 76. Nevertheless, the opportunity to evaluate the performance
of a sophisticated bi1ogica1 experinient on an aircraft during an operational
mission proved to be a valuable learning experience for all personnel concerned
and furriished the eYtension of previous base-line data for the monkey pod
experiment system. A series of 6 photographs encompassing a portion of the
flight r.xperiment is shown in Figure 3.
Certain highlights of the activity re j.rted in this document which can be
considered as a furtherance of qualification of the monkey-pod experiment system
over that previously reported for the Shuttle CVTs (EPL 7L.1 and 74_2) are
considered in the foliowing paragraphs.
The total system functioned effectively under an aircraft environment with
changing temperatures altitude, vi.bration and g loadings, including a short
period of weightlessness. In effect, the handling procedures for interfacing
pods containing monkeys with the balance of the experiment system were similar
to those proposed for future Shuttle Spacelab fLight experiments. All instrumen-
tation racks, with tre exception of the pods, were set up previously in the
aircraft, access to which was liinited. This was analogous to the Spacelab
constraints, which dictate that pre-launch access might be limited for periods
up to 9 clays. The pods were kapt at a around-based laboratory axd, when
appropriate, were moved and interfaced wJ.th the instrurnentation. Thus,
simulation of Shuttle protocols was carried out wherein experinent organisTns
would be maintained at a grourid laboratory or on the Orbite' prior to loading
into Spacelab. Unloading procedures also paralleled those proposed for Shutt1
pay1ods. The procedures used periiiit the pods to he ready for loading at any
time, regardless of holds or slips which may arise with any flight program.
Furthermore, 1oang on the aircraft and connecting to the appropriate intru-
mentatiori was accornplished without impacting on airoraft flight preparation.
Ori inost flights, the number of experiTnent-x'elated personnel was maximized
in order that they could gain full familiarization ancl carry out trouble-shooting
if needed. For the actual in .-flight experiment iristrument manipulation fewer
people were needed than those listed in Table S. There is every reason to
believe that orie payload specialist could fulfill the in-flight experimental
tasks within 2 hours each day. A preliuiinary schedule of daily in-flight
activity for a Shuttle misior, would be as foliows:
0600 - Lights on for monkeys
0800-0830 - Animal status checks
Change 24-hr urine collector
Food and water status checks
1400. 11435 - L7BNP tests ori 2 inonkeys
1435-1530 - .tnstrumentatiori calibration checks
1800 - Lights off for monkeys
In addition, the experimental racks containing all the elements used on
board the CV-990 flights reported here would be more optimally located for
idividua1 observation itt the Shuttle configuration. In actuality, on the
aircraft flights, the operation of the rsspiratory gas-exchange instrumentation
was conducted step by step from a typed protocol by a person who had had rninirnal
trairling for this activity. Therefore, a qualified payload specialist couid
readily perfortn this task. After settirlg the respiratory gas-exchange
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instrwnentatIori in an opex'ating mode, there ws ample time for one person to
observe the activity or make adjustments for the other racks irivolved in the
total experiuent syst. In the case of a power outage while the rnass
spectrometer was in operation, remedial measures niust be taken by closir. the
M/S sample inlet vaive as soon as possible. Power outage did occur during
flight operations arid the appropriate steps were taken wittiout damage to the
instrumentation.
A wide variety of data-retrieval Ltnks, includirig strip-chart recording,
rnalog and digital tape, cornputer printouts, te1metry and hand-written
observational notes were utilized with the monkey-pod experitnent. In all
!nstances compatibility was demonstrated.
Mechariical and e].ectronic upgrading of the experiment modules to accept
aircraft standards did not cause any overall detx'imental or diminutional effects
in regar'd to data acquisition.
The colJ.ection technique for clean separation of pig-tailed monkey urine
from feces was satisfactorily demonstrated. mus, excretion rates of physiologi-.
cally important metabolites can be accurately evaluated under a variety of
erivirorimental conditions.
The compatibility of the airborne inonkey-pod experiment system with an
iriductively powered, implantable, inu1ti-channel teleinetry system expanded the
return of viable cardiovascular data. The iinplantable portion af the unitr
are well tolerated by pig-tailed monkeys, as is exemplified by #36, Lovel who
was surgically implantecl on 23 February 1975, and from whose signal output
heart rate could still be derived during the month of May 1976. No losses
resulted from surgical irnplantation and ali 3 of the male pig-tailed monkeys
survived thoracic surgery. As a result of these studies, irnprovements in the
design are in the offing to reduce the power requirements, improve the stability
of the pressure transducers, and allow greater latitude in energizing coil
p1cernnt More diatail on this matter wi].1 be round in report documentaiion
by NASA/ARC.
Eor the conduct of a Spacelab flight experinient no major obstacles appear
to exist dlthough sevcra1 portioris of the experiment system wiLl require
further deve.Loprnent effort. Consideration should be given to the foUowing
tasks:
1) Considerab'e miniaturization of existing e1ectxonic inatrumentation
can be made to effect significant savings in weight and volurne for the tota.1.
systern.
2) A pod des	 change that will ma.ke possible reacly blood sanipJ.ing
from the animal occupant should be impleniented find tested. This change w11
not only improve the proposed experiment protocoJ., but will also make in-flight
blood sampling feasible.
3) If exhausi gases are not to be durnped overboard, a scrubbing device
should be incorporated into the pod system.
4) The fabrication and testing of a nutrient dispertsing system capable
of functioning in weightlessness is needed. Concepts and preliminary evalua-
tions of various systems which have flown or have the potential to furiction
at zero-g have been consiclered.
Non-hygroscopic food pellets able to withstand a breaking force of 12 kg,
and still be acceptable arid consuinable by the test rnorikeys, would peirnit a
wider choice of food-dispenser design concepts. post of the ingredients
contained in a Purina Nonkey Chow formulation could be used as a base for the
food ration. On the basis of the commonly listed content of this diet, it
would be possible to dIminish or eliminate the usa of dried skirn milk and calciuin
carbonate and thus lower the levels of nitrogen and calciujn intake. Both of
these elements are unnecessarily high for maintenance of the adult inale inonkey,
and jxiterfere with accurate assessinent of elernental inetabolic balances.
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The water dispenser should be modified to a state which will smpflfy
its fi.mction iri zero-g.
5) A LBNP pump and vacuum control system is needed which will satisfy
aircraft safety requirements, and which could be used during both ground-control
arid Spacelab flight experiments. A regenerative-type purnp has been identified
(Dupiex #SF4A2F, Roron, Inc., Woodstock, N.Y.) which can prcvide high vacuum
(to g o torr) and eliminates the necessity for brushes or commutators and
associated RF noise. This pump has a 60 Hz, single-phase, 110 V AC motor.
Pressure would have to be regula.ted with a variable-leak vaive installed in
the LBNP purnp inlet line because the pump has a minirnuin allowable flow rate of
10 CFM.
6) It wifl be necessary to comp1te the development of the NASA/ARC
multicharinel telemetxy system to incorporate a sonomicrometer channel for
left-ventricular dirnension measurement. Although the transducer element is
available separately, it is not presently part of the multichanriel system.
Inclusion of this transducer channel would provide needed date for eontinuous
estimation of 1eft-ventzicu1ar stroke volunie anu hence cardiac output.
7) A pool of healthy, adult pig-tailed monkeys to serve as potential
Spacelab flight candidates in the eariy 1980 ? s should be acquired as soon a
posib1e. On-going testing and training of these animais in the pod and couch
with base-line physiological protocols should be initiated as soon as possib1.
For example, to conduct a 2-pod flight experiment entitled "Monkey Metabolism
and Cardiovascular Function in Zero_gu, recently proposed for the First
Spacelab 4ission 24 monkeys of the type described above would be needecl.
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F IGORES
1. Floor Plan, Revision B, DAS/Morikey 1od CV-990, 3-21 flay 1976.
2. Dmwing CV-990 Monkey Pod Installation, A-57127602 M009.
. Monkey Pod Experirnent System in NASA CV-990 aLrcraft.
4. Respiratory gas excbange data during CV-990 flight of 13 May 1976.
5 Respiratory gas exchange data during CV-.990 flight of 17 May 1976.
6. Respiratory gas exchange data during cv-o flight of 19 May 1976.
7. Respiratory gas exchange data duHng cv- gg o £Light of 21 May 1976.
B. Ver'tical acceleration of CV.-990 aircraft during zero-g portion of
flight of 21 May 1976.
9. Heart rate data during CV-990 flights of 13-21 May 1976.
Fig. 1. Eloor Plan, Revision B DAS/Monkey Pod CV-990,
3-21 4ay 1976.
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Fig. 2. Drawing cv-gg o Monkey Pod InstaJ.lation,
A-57127602 M009.
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Fig. 3. Honkey-.pod experiment system in NASA cv- gg o aircraft.
a. Looldng aft in CV-990. Pod base and back of
support instruznentation rack1 1.ack contains
mass spectrometer issemb1y, LBNP controls, and
physiological data slgnal conditioners.
b. Mccccc nerna8trila /174, Eter, This pig-tailed
monkey served as the non-instrumented control
animal during the LV-990 flights, FTeart rate
ws measured continuously with skiri ECG 1eads
and respiratory gs excharige measurements were
also nieasured continuously.
c. Tto pods with monkeys installed in CV-990.
d. Two pods in horizontal tilt positiori for L.BNP
tests.
e. Front of support instrumentation rack. Physio-
logical transducer pre-amplifiers are at upper
left, LBMP controls are at lower left, pod
temperatin'e arid air-flow instrumentacion are at
upper riglit, and mass spectrometer controls are
at lower iight.
f. AInpex tlodel CP-100 analog data tape recorder used
for continuous in-f].ight recording of physiological
ciata is at right, and NASA/ARC cardiovascular
biotelemetry electronics rack is at left.
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Fig. LI-. Monkey oxygen consurnption	 carbon dioxide
production	 and respiratory quotient (RQ),
and ca.bin air pressure (RB) during CV-990 flight
of 13 May 1975. Monkey p176 and inonkey 11337 data
are shown duririg alternate 15 min periods.
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Fig. 5. Monkey oxygeri consumption 002' carbon dioxide
production 'c02 and respiratory quotient (RQ),
and cabin air pressure (Ps) duri.ng CV-90 flight
of 17 May 1976. Monkey i176 and monkey /337 data
are shown during alternate 15 min periods.
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Fig. 6. Monkey oxygen conSUiflption 	 car'bon dioxide
production 'c02 arid respiratox'y qUotient (RQ),
nd cabin air pressure (Ps) during CV-990 flight
of 19 May 1976 Monkey #176 ard uionkey #337 data
are shown duririg alternate 15 min periods.
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Fig. 7. Morkey oxygeri consumption (V0 2 ), carbon dioxide
production (c0 2 ) and respiratory quotient (RQ),
and cabin air pressure	 during CV-990 flight
of 21 May 1976. Morikey #176 and inonkey 11337 data
re shorn during alternate 15 min periods.
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Fig. S. Vertical acceleration of CV-YO airr.ft durii
the portion of the flight of 21 M .; F when
"zero-g" was achieved for several beeonds.
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Fig. 9. Heart rates of monkey 1/174 (skin electrodes) and
monkey 1/337 (irnpLrited biotelemetry) during cv.-go
flights of 13-21 May 1976.
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TAB LL
1. Data t'ecording requirements for monkey pod f13.ghts on NASA/ARC CV-90
(N17NA)
2. Mechartical fabrcat1on drawings llst for pod starids and racks
3. flimenions of modular, components coritathod in the CV-990 EPL/UCB
i&ofttrumeutation Rack (Standard Highboy)
4. Data parameters, to Le signal conditioned for rnonkey pod flights on
AA/A1C CV-990
5. L)ata dIstributton for nionkey pod flights on HASA/ARC CV-990
6, Dimon:ions of modular cornponents contained th the CV-990 EL/UD üta
Acuisition Rack
7. J1mensions of modular cornDonents contained in the CV-990 Bite1emetry
(T/?) Data Acquisition F'ack
B. TIM tr1nted monkeys: surninary as of 13 April 197(
	
'T	 mr'iry of rnonkey pod experiment NASA CV-990 flights
10. Summary of respiratory gas exchange measuremerits on 2 pig-ti1ed rnonkeys
during CV-930 flight of 13 May 1976
11. Summary of respiratory gas exchange measurements on 2 pig-tailed rnonkeys
during CV-990 flight of 17 Nay 1976
12. Summary of respiratory gas exchange meurements on 2 p-tai1ed monkeys
during CV-9 1 0 flight of 19 May 1976
13. Sumrnary ef respiritory gas exchange measurements on 2 pig-taled morkey;
duririg CV-190 flight of 21 May 1976
14. Comparison of values for some selected respiratory gas exchange pararneter;
derived frrjm (a) a direct strip chart recor'ding and (b) a strip chart
transcription or replay of an analog tape recording obtained during
CV-990 flight of 21 May 1976
15. Cornparison of 02 consumption arid CO2 production rates (cm 3 /min, STP) of
2 pig-tailed monkeys durIng CV-990 flight of 21 May 1976, comput1 fram
post-. flight analysis of strip chart records and by ADDA an a rea1-trne
basis iri flight
	
1 6	 Cornparison of 1 miri average heart rates (beats/rnin) from ADDAS and strip
chart records during cv- gg o flight of 21 May 1976
17. Biotelemetric cardiovascular data from the pig-tailed rnonkey #337, imp1e
during level flight with the pod in the upright positiori
18. Bioteiemetric cardiovascular data froni the pig-tailed monkey p337, Simple
during delayed flap maneuvers of the CV-990
Tabies
LY. Monkey body weigIts at iisertion arid removal from the podi durim tht
pertods iri which CV-9C fllghts were made
20 l3reakirig strength of 3 types of monkey food pellets as mezsured by th
Pfizer Tabiet Hardness Tester
21, rood and water intake umrnry
22. iffect af supine LBNP 011 heart rate iri 2 mrnkeys iuring pround-1ased
tests during the CV-O fl5ght experittent
2. Tined urine collections from monkey pods durxw CV-990 experiment
activities
TaLle 1.
	
ata recording recuirernents for rrionkey pod fiights on S/Aes V-990
#1 Pod	 2 Pod
Fec	 Sarrp1e Prino. SD1e	 Feccrd	 irr1e Printout Sa-Lrplcl 	 :ape
	
Thterval uration iate	 Rate	 - Interval Ddration Rate 	 Fate	 anne-
-- ¶	 1i.zcr'ec	 L;m1r,	 f5ec.	 ---t ..'•	 --r•-
15/30m	 10 ec	 1/win	 1/sec	 i57,/30tr	 10 sec	 1/min	 1/sec
15/30m	 10 sec	 1/riin	 1/sec	 15/30m	 10 SeC	 1/r.i	 1/sec
157/3c71n	 10 sec	 1/.in	 1/sec	 15rr/Om	 10 sec	 1/mn	 1/5ec
15,'3C	 5	 1/sec	 15m/30n	 0	 1/sec	 #2
15m/30rn	 C	 1/sec	 15r/30rn	 C	 llsec	 43
15i/30rn	 0	 1/sec	 15m/30r.	 0	 1/sec	 43
15rn/30m	 0	 1/sec	 15V30rn	 C	 1/set	 45
15m/30rn	 20 sec 1/min	 1/sec	 15rn/30rrj	 2u sec	 i/sec
C	 10 sec	 1/rnin	 1/sec
0	 10 sec 1/min	 1/sec	 #6
C	 10 sec	 1/min	 i/sec
C	 10 sec 1/min	 lfsec
0	 0	 lOjsec
0	 5	 1/mi-1	 10/sec	 48
5	 0	 1/sec
0i/M	 C	 10
o T/M	 C	 lfir.in 25Csec	 sil
C T/M	 c	 1/r.in 25Isec	 4.12
o T/M	 C	 13
c T IA	 c	 1/min 250Isec	 iI#
Farareter
1. /S F:2
2. M/S F052
i.
ii..	 MIS F
5. :s rlow
6. MIS Inlet P
7. Upper Pod F
B. Lcier Pod P
9. MIS Inlet T
10. 1 Op Pod T
11. #1 Low Pod T
12, 42 Up Pod T
13. 2 Low Pod T
14. #1 Pcd Water
15. #2 Pod Water
16. 01 Pod HR
17. #2 Pod HR
i.	 2 Pd FtP
19. 92 Fod LVP
20. 42 Fod hT
21. 92 Fd ECG
Carr.ei
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Tb1e 2. Mechanical fairication cirawings list for pod stands and rack
Identification No.
1. CV-990 Morkey Pod Rack Assembly 	 A 57127602 M0001
7. CV-99 Monkey Pod - Fod Subfrme Assembly
	
A 57127602 M0002
3. CV-90 Monkey Pod - Top and BottomViews 	 A 57127602 M0003
. CV-990 Mnnkey Pod - Rack Erid Frame Detalis 	 A 57127602 N0004
5. CV-990 Mont.ey Fod - Rack Center Frame Details A 5712760 10005
6. CV-990 Morikey l'od - }ack Details	 A 57127602 M03u6
7. CV-990 Monkey Pod - Rack i)etails	 A 57	 n M'07
8, CV-990 Monkey Pod - Rack Detalis
	
A 5712702 110008
9. CV-990 Monkey ?od - Installation
	
A 57127602 M0009
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Table 3. Djmens:Tons of niodular components "jntained in the cv-ggo
EPL/UCB Bioinstrumentat.Lon Rack (Standard Highboy)
INSTPUMNT	 WIDT4	 DPTF(	 HEIGHT	 WIIGI-T
crn	 cm	 cm	 kg
Mass Spectrometer	 46	 63	 50	 12.3
1 Therrno Switcb Box	 48	 18	 13	 1.4
4-W.iy Vaive Asemb1y 	 48	 42	 28	 5.0
0 rlow-meter, Thermometer
A Digital Voltmeter
	 48	 21	 27	 7.3
Mass Spectrometer Controls 	 48	 27	 19	 2.3
- Plumbing
	
--	 --	 -
Ratio Network	 48	 28	 16	 5.5
Y	 Baratron - MKS Iristrurnents
	
48	 61	 16	 7.3
Sub-Total	 44.3
0
t-JT Sign1 Conditioner - L & M
Electronics	 48	 25	 24	 18.6
0 Harrison Labs. Model 6267A
A Power Supply	 48	 40	 15	 25.0
LBNP Controls & Plumbing 	 48	 --	 --	 10.5
LBJP puinps	 48	 25	 35	 11.5
B
A Sub-Total	 65.6
Y
Top-moi.nted plate containing 75
2 water reservoirs
2 power supply boxes
" waterer pressure sensor
and switch boxes
61	 25	 11.0
(alax. at ht.
of 'l(:r
resc ,rojr)
Total Weight (including top-inounted plate)	 120.9
icj
Table 4. Data parn1eters to be sigrial conditioned for monkey-pod
flights ori NASA/ARC CV-90
1. Mass s)ectrometer oxygen fraction M/S F 02
2. Miss spectrometer carbon dioxide fraction 1' CO2
3. Mass spectrorneter water vapor fraction F 1120
4. Mass spectrometer nitrogen fraction F N2
5. Mass flow
6. Mass spectrometer inlet pressure
7. Upper pod pressure
8. Lower pod pressure
9. M . ss spectrcmeter inlet ternperatur
10. No. 1 poi upper temperature
11. No. 1 pod lower temperature
12. No. 2 pod upper temperature
13. No. 2 pod lower temperature
1 14. No. 1 pod water and feed
15. No.	 pod water and feed
16. No. 1 pod heart rate
17. No. 2 pod heart rate (derived from 21)
18. No. 2 pod aortic pressure (telernetered)
.L). No. 2 pod left-ventricular pressure (telemetered)
20. No. 2 pod body temperatiire (telemetered)
21. No. 2 pod ECG (telemetered)
22. Left-ventricular change in pressure, dP/dt (derived frorn 19)
23. Left-ventr5cular end diastolic pressure (derived from 19)
214. Voice (on command)
25. Fod jdentification
26. Tirne code
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Tib1e 5. Data distribution for monkey-pod flights on NASA/ARC CV.-990
ADDAS	 TAPE	 BIWSH #1 BRUSH #2
PARAMLTE R CFIM1NE LS
	
SAMPLES /SEC	 CFLANNLLS CHANNCLS CHANRCLS
	
1	 1	 1	 1	 1
	
2	 2	 1	 1	 1
	
3	 3	 1	 1	 1
	
4	 4	 1	 1	 1
	
5	 5	 1	 2	 2
	
6	 1	 -	 3
	
7	 7	 1	 3	 4
	
8	 8	 1	 -	 6
9-13	 9	 1	 4	 5
	
14	 10	 10	 5	 -
	
15	 11	 10	 6	 -
	
16	 12	 1	 7	 7
	
17	 13	 1	 -	 B	 1
	
18	 114	 250	 8	 2
	
19	 15	 250	 9	 3
	
20	 16	 1	 13	 14
	21	 17	 250	 11	 5
	
22	 -	 -	 6
	
23	 -	 -	 7
	
24	 18	 12	 -
	
25	 19	 1	 13	 -
	
26	 20	 1	 14	 8
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Table 6. Dimensions of modu].ar components contained in the CV-990
EPL/UCB Data Acquisition Rack
INSTRU1EflT	 WIDTH	 DEPTR	 i-JEIGUT	 WEICHT
cm	 cm	 cm	 kg
Tektronix R.. 4010_1 Cono1e
	
42.5	 50	 28	 7.3
Tektronix Signal Conditioner	 48	 51	 22	 13.6
Could Brush Recorder #481	 40	 36	 42	 47.7
Gould Brush DC Freamplifier 	 44	 29	 14	 45
3 Could Brush Couplers	 20	 48	 15
(2 Cardiotachometers and
1 Transducer)
E3ould Power Supply
	
12	 48.E	 8	 6.8
Clevite Power Supply	 12	 48	 8	 5.9
Total Weight	 93.8
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Table 7. D1mersions of nodu1ar cornporerts contained in the CV-JOO
Bictelemetry (T/M) Data Acquisition Rack
1J¼ sTRuMEN'r	 WIDTI-f	 IDEPTFI	 fIEIGHT	 WE1C!T
cm	 cm	 cm	 kg
Gould flrush Recorder 	 LQ	 36	 42	 47.1
Could Irush D Preamplifier	 1414	 29	 114	 4.5
AStPQ Comin. Lab. Telemetry
Reciver Type TR-104 	 414	 39	 45
Konigzberg Modej. D7-M
Deiiiudulator	 143	 1414•5	 J3•5	 4.5
He1ett Packard 1702A
Oscilloscope	 28	 40	 10.5	 13.0
Data Precision Model 1314
Digital Multimeter	 22.5	 18	 9	 1.5
Hewlett Packard 721A
Power Supply	 18	 15	 10.5	 2.5
Storage Locker	 43.5	 30	 2.5	 5.0
Total Weight	 83.2
Table 8. T/M ip1nted onkeys 	 surrary as of 13 April 1976
T5.ne in
	
Co].ony	 Weight	 1atc of
	 Unit	 Last Date
No.	 (age)	 kg	 Surgery	 No.	 Checked	 Status/Conent -
Fiight Animais - Pig-tail (M. ner?e8tria)
603	 Fre 16.0	 24 Mar 76 T21B-1 13 Apr 76	 Satsfactcrv; LVP
EPL #337, Sixnple 	 Post 14.2
	 p116	 ? socne trapping
6 Apr 76
26 Feb 75
60'4
EPL #422, Bushy
Test Anirnal - Pig-tail
EPL 396 Lovel
Test Anirnais - Rhesus
A 109
X6
Pre	 11.80
Post 10.5
Pre 13.5
Post 14.0
T21B-3 13 Apr 76 Best signals, all excellent
120
T2IB	 13 Apr 76 Slgnals present, but low level,
0101	 very poor quaiiry (could get AR)
	
7-66	 Fre 15.75	 12 Feb 76 T21B-3 13 Apr 76 Difficult to acquire (coil
Fost 14.5	 #113	 high in chest, urider anupit)
LVP signal distorted, other
OK.
	
7 . 6	 Pre	 11.25	 29 Feb 76	 T21B-3 13 Apr 76 Difficult to acquire, no ECG,
Fost 11.5	 4115	 pressures OK
6 May 76 Th
7 May 76 Fri
337, Simple
T/M monkey inhoard pod
#337, Sinp1e
T/M monkey inboard pod
G. Hoggess
R. Miranda
D. F. Rahlmann
G. Hoggess
D. F. Rahlrnann
Tb1e 9. Sumiary 'f rnonkey pod experiment NASA CV-99C f1igts
Monkey Pod Exoerirnent
Related Fersonnel	 Kernarks
)ate	 Experiment Elements on Board 	 ori Board	 (Hr	 Luraticn Ercn Takeoff to Return
RC Nc electronic interfererice
APC Maifett - EtK	 ?offett - 2 hrs
ARC Pc secux'ed in verticai and supine
ucB	 during tlight
- St - Sac - ?offett - 3 hrs
ARC Cardiovascuiar rneasurenents strip chart
.RC recording. Monkey supine and vertical.
UCB Moffet-t - EAFB - offett - 4 hrs
ARC Cardiovascular rneasurements; strip chart
UCB recording.
Moffett - EAFB - StK - Moffett - 4 hrs
30 Apr 76 Fri Lheckout T/M electronics for 	 R. Mirand
A/C FFI or EMI problerns 	 G. Hoggess
4May 76 Tu	 Perfor'nance of pods w/o monkeys 	 7 . iKurasaki
D. F. Rablmann
11 !!ay 76 Tu	 #174 Exeter - contro1outb pod
#337 Simple - T/M, inbd pod
Afl instrurnentation rack
op erational
13 May 76 Thu 2 Monkey Pods as above 11 May
+ OPIOO Tape Recorder
A. M. Kodarna
R. C. Mains
D. F. FahImann
I. W. Johnson
C. Hogess
R. Miranda.
N. Donnelly
N. Pace
R. C. Mains
D. F. RahLiann
B. D. Newsom
R. W. Jobason
. T-ioggess
3. Ccnnally
N. Dorrnelly
UCB
UCB
UCB
AP.0
ARC
ARC
Northrop
UCB
UCB
Uc
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
Northrop
Corunutated 2 pod RGE and cardiovascular
measurenent T/M anO hardware. Strip
chart recorder.
Moffett - EAFB - Moifett - 10 hrs
full up systems
iSt test int race ccinputer
ioffett -	 -. StK - Moffett - 3 hrs
(contirued)
Ta11e 9 (continued)
orkey Pod Experiinent
e1ated Fersonnel	 Fcoarks
Date	 Experiraent ElelrLents ori Board 	 on hoard	 (Hrs - Duration frotn Tkeoff to ?etin-n)
17 May 76 "on 2 Monkey Fods as ábove 13 May	 B. W. CrunIauin	 CCB All systems activated
H. Hoffiran	 UCB Moffett - StK - Sar. Jose - F - Moffett
A. M. rodarna	 UCE	 3 hrs
R. C. Mains	 UCB
D. F. ?ahlrnann	 UCB
E. L. ':wsm
G. Hoggess	 ARC
R. W. JohflSofl	 ARC
2 Co. Representatives !cD-D
2 Co. Representatives Lockheed
19 May 76 Wed
2i May 76 Fri
R. C. rains
D. F. Fah1rann
J. Connaliy
G. Heggess
N. Lotrnolly
ains
D. F. ?eh1rann
J. Connally
E. McCutcheon
B. D. ewson
A. Hoggess
U. Tonno11v
Uc
UCE
ARC
ARC
N orthrop
UCE
UCB
A RC
ARC
ARC
ARC
North rop
All systems activated
Moffett - StK - 1offett - 2 hrs
2 periods of zero-g in flight
All systems activated
Moffett - £tK - Reno - Moffett - 3 hrs
+ post-flight LBN? in h/C ofl ground
after return to ?offett
2 Monkey Pods as above 17 May
2 Fookey Pods as al ve 19 May
+ FCM nodule
-.4
Ers Tota]. Takeoff to Peturn
vonkey Hours	 Siinple	 Exeter
21
	
50 Monkey Hours
Ta1lc 10. Sumrnar'y cf resplratory gs exchange measurements on 2
pig-td1d mookeys thiririg CV-900 f1iht of 13 May 1q76.
Exeter	 SJmple
(i17)	 (337)
0 7 consurnption (cm 3 lrnin, ST)	 Mean	 00,1	 01.1:
Range	 50-130	 0-10
S.D.	 12.3	 3?.1
ri	 81
C0 7 Froductiori (cni/rri1n, TP)	 M c rn	 73.5	 (>7,14
kangc	 53-1114	 38 - .1. 15
r	 11.5	 19.7
0	 81	 85
Respiratory Qljotiet)t	 Mean	 0.815	 0.7514
Rarige	 0.89-1 .0314	 0,61414-0.880
S .13.	 0.0146	 0.071
0	 81	 85
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Tulilo 11. Suiiimary of respiratory gaS exch..x	 measrement' ori 2
pig-tdilod monkey5 durtng CV-910 1 !ht of 17 May lq7b.
Exeter	 Sim.1e
017)	 (p337)
Rang*
S.D.
j:i
M e ar
Range
s • 1).
n
02 (.)numption (crn 3/Tn. STF)
C2 Productoi (/idri, TP)
195 .6
71- 1'4 8
17.2
fi 8
81.7
• 6
68
97 .0
83-1 8
12.1
'/1 • 0
,3 -106
8.7
epiratory Quotient	 M e n	 0,857	 o • 731
Rarige O.bO-i3Oi0	 o .663-0. 8t5
SJ).	 0,100	 0.026
n
	 68
78
1). StmiTriry of respiratory ga exchange measuremeritzi on 2
pI-Lt tnoukcys durirg cv-i q o night j: 19 !a 17C.
flxeter
	
Simple
( p 174)	 (#T7)
flUTt ior	 iii/ri n ,
	 '1f)	 Mean	 H4 • 3	 /
7b_tJl
	
144	 1OI
C 0 ,	 (cni 3/ n, TP)
1 ratcri Qiot jent.
n
Mean
F inge
•
 D.
n
M
Range
S.D.
n
28
5 e- 76
4.8
0.814
o,753-oqo4
0.044
28
45
t 2 •
50-77
• •/
• 7i
0.L5l0
1) • 4144
145
7t;4
Table 13. Summary of renpiratory gas exchange measurements ori 2
pig.-tcdled mGnteys during CV-90 fllght af 21 Mrxy
Exeter	 Simple
0174)	 0337)
0 2 Consumptl qr (ct 3 /rnin, STP)	 Meari	 10.6	 102.2
CO 2
 Productic.n (cm 3 /dri, ST)
Respiratory Quotient
Range	 86-155
S.D.	 14.3
n	 75
Mean	 1.0
Range	 74-135
12.6
n	 75
Mean	 0.831
Range	 0.730-1.011
S.D.	 0.054
75
82-132
12.3
73
75.2
62-120
11.9
73
0.732
0.65-0.9O9
0 . 045
73
7000
7000
7000
7000
7000
5900
0700
5800
e.00
7100
7100
7100
7100
7200
7200
6900
7000
7200
7400
7000
711CS,
7000
7000
7000
7000
7000
6700
£ 700
680')
7100
7100
7100
7100
7100
710
6900
7000
7100
7300
632
632
632
32
632
632
622
601
510
618
€ 23
622
624
824
628
528
612
620
626
53
631
531
631
631
631
531
621
604
612
618
52a4
628
628
613
622
627
632
Table 14. Cornpaison of values* for some selected respiratory gaE exchange paranters derived fron (a) a ilrect
strip chart recording and (5) a strip chart transcriçtioa ar rep!ay of ai ar.alog tce rec'rding
obtained during CV-990 flight of 21 May 1975.
Upper Pod	 MIS Inlet
C.M.T.	 Nonkey No.	 Exhaust Air	 Exhwist Air	 ass flow	 Pressure	 Tetroerature
F02	 (crn3frnin)	 (torr)	 (°C)
(a)	 (b)	 (a)	 (b)	 (a)	 (1)	 (a) (b)	 (a)	 (b)
19:47
48
49
50
:51
:52
53
:54
:55
:56
:57
58
:59
20:00
:01
02
03
:04
05
0.1878 0.1881
0.1878 0.1876
0.1884 0.1881
0.1089 0.1887
0.1889 0.1887
0.1894 0.1892
0.1903 o.1e97
0.1889 0.1887
0.1889 0.1887
0.1894 0.1892
0.1836 0.1843
3.1847 0.184
3.1857 0.185
0.1852 3.1851
0.1852 3.1851
0.1852 0.1851
0.1852 0.1851
0.1857 0.1855
0.1868 0.1871
0.1873 0.1871
0.0110
0.0110
0.0110
0.0110
0 - 0110
0.0099
0.0099
0.0110
0.0104
0.0104
0.02 •3
0.0157
0.0152
0.0157
0.0152
0.0152
0.0163
0.0152
0.0141
0.0141
0.0114
0.0114
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109 
0.0103
0.0098
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0152
0.0156
0.0151
0015E
0.0151
0.0151
0.0162
0.0151
0.0140
0.0140
26.3 2.2
25.8 26.0
25.8 26.0
25.6 26.0
25.6 26.0
25.6 26.0
25.6 26.0
2.6 26.0
25.6 26.0
25.8 26.2
26.0 26.4
25.3 26.0
25.1 25.6
2.7 25.3
24.3 25.1
24.2 2.9
24.2 24.9
24.0 2"-.7
23.8 2.7
24.0 24.7
Sinp1e 0337
Exeter (174)
0.1812 0.1870	 0.C30 3.0130	 7030 7005	 524	 25.1 25.6
* Fesults norrialized with respect to an1ification c strip chart recorder.
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Table 15, Comparison af 02 CONSUMPTION RATES (cm 3 fmiri, ST?) of 2 pig-
ta1ed rnonkeys during cv- g o flight of 21 f1ay 1976, comput'd
) from post-flight ana1yis of strip chart records and
(b) by /DDAS cri a rea1-tije basis in flight.
(A)	 (B)
Exeter 0174)	 Mean	 109.6	 106,3
Range	 66-155	 66- 32
S.D.	 11.6
n
	 75	 7].
Sinp1e 0337)	 1ean	 102.2	 100.2
Range	 82-132	 82_1211
S.D.	 12.3	 10.5
n
	 73	 70
Comparison of CO2 FRODUCTION RATES (cm 3flnin 1 STP) of 2 pig-
tailed monkeys during CV-990 flight of 21 May 1976, computed
(a) fxom post-flight analysis of strip chart records arid
(b) by ADDAS on a real-tirne basis iri flight.
(A)	 (13)
Exeter 0174)	 4e an	 91.0	 81.4
Range	 7L_135	 65-119
S.D.	 12.6	 11.5
n
	 75	 72.
SimpJ.e (037)	 N ean	 75.2	 65.3
Range	 62-120	 53-91
S.D.	 1.1.9	 9.9
n
	 73	 70
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Table 1. ComprLion of 1 miri average heart rates (beats/min) from
sarlp1fi ADDAS and I3ruh strip chart recorus during the
21 Mty 1976 cv- gg o flight.
reenwich	 Strip	 ADDAS
Mean Tiine	 ADDAS	 Chart	 Strip
(hours:rnin)	 Computation	 Estimate	 Chax't
216	 220	 -
212	 2114	 -2
215	 214	 +1
208	 210	 -2
214	 217	 -3
2114 	217	 -3
211	 215	 -'4
206	 213	 -7
205	 -4
Me	 200	 +2
210	 213	 -3
Pod #1	 18:44
18:45
18:146
18: '47
18:45
18:50
18:51
18:52
18:53
Me an
186	 190	 -4
181	 187	 -6
180	 185	 -5
178	 180	 - 2
146	 149	 -3
150	 152	 -2
150	 152	 -2
147	 150	 -3
146	 1148	 - 2
15...	 152 --	 - 1
162	 15	 -3
Pod #2	 1852
18:53
18: 54
18:55
20:57
20:58
20: 59
21:00
21:01
21:02
M e an
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Table 17. Biotelemetric cadiovasc1ar data from the pig-ta5led monkey
#337, S rr p1e, duririg level flight with the pod iri the upright
pos ition.
Peak Left
	
VeLltricular Aortic
	
Pressures
Date	 Heart Rate Pressure	 Diastolic	 Pulse
(beats/min)	 (torr)	 (torr)	 (torr)
11 May 76	 Mean (6)
Range
17 !1ay 76	 Mean (t4)*
Range
19 May 76	 Mean ()
Range
21 May 76	 Mean (9)
Range
154
(150-156)
136
(129_1Li.)
(126-1414)
132
(129-138)
1147	 108
	
(133-156)	 (914-118)
136	 93
	
(133-1141)	 (95-100)
127	 87
	(123-13 )	 (81-93)
122	 88
	
(118-130)	 (84-96)
39
(37-42)
38
(36-141)
39
(35...L2)
314
(32-3 )
( ) Nunther of ohservations included in the mean.
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Table 18.. Biotelemetric caxdiovascu1ax data From the pig-tai1d monkey
#337, Simple duririg de1yed flap maneuvers af the CV-990.
Peak Left
VentHculav Aortic Pressures
Heait Rate Pre8sure 	 Disto1ic Pulse
(beats/min)	 (torr)	 (torx')	 (torr)
143
138-156
135-159
Descent	 Meari (10)
Range
Landing	 Mean
(10 sec period
before and after Rarige
touchdom)
141	 103	 38
	
12b-. 165	 92-127	 34-42
140	 101
	
122-151	 88-113	 34-42
Ascent	 Mean (10)
	
144	 139	 100	 39
Range	 135-159	 122-151	 88-113	 34-44
( )	 number of observations included in the mean
2 on 11 May 76
6 on 17 Nay 76
1 on 19 May 76
1 an 21 May 76
10 Tot11
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Thble 19. Monkey body weights at insertion tnto and removal from the
pods duririg the periods in which CV-990 flights were made.
Monkey	 Date	 Action	 Body Weight Body Weight Chuge
	
(kg)	 (kg)	 (%)
1337, Simple	 5 May 75	 lnsertion	 14.45
	
7 May 76	 Remnval	 13.85	 - 0.60	 -
#337, Sirnple	 10 May 7G	 Insertion	 13.95
	
14 May 75	 Removal	 13.15	 .80	 - 5,7
#174, Exeter	 10 M.ay 75	 Insertion	 11.50
	
14 May 76	 1emova1	 - 0.78	 - 6.8
#337 Simple	 17 May 76	 tnsertion	 13.30
	
21 May 76	 Remov1	 12.20	 - 0.10	 •. 0.8
#174, Exeter	 17 May 76	 lnsertion	 10.70
	
21 May 76	 Removal	 10,60	 - 0.10	 - 1.0
136
Table 20. Breaking strength of 3 types of morikey
food pellets as measured by the Pfizer
fablet 1ardness Tester.
Purina	 NASA Stanlab	 'Brand	 X
50140 Pellets	 Pellets	 Pellets
(kg)	 (kg)	 (kg)
:3.15	 11.00	 2.55
3.05	 12.05	 2.140
3.20	 13.80	 2.20
2.95	 11.40	 2.25
2.80	 12.35	 2.30
3.05	 10.85	 2.30
2.80	 12.05	 2 • 3(
3.1.1.5	 12.20	 2.15
3 • 00
	 12.05	 2.50
3.25	 12.80	 2.140
n	 10	 10	 10
?4ean 3.07	 12.06	 2.33
S.D. 0.20	 0.86	 0.13
S.E.	 0.05	 0.27	 0.014
V	 6.5%	 7.1%	 5.6%
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Tuble 21. Food and watr intake surnmary.
Inclusive Days Duration of	 Food ?ellets	 Water
in Pod	 Pod Restraint	 Morikey	 Consurned	 Corsumed
(hrs)	 (no.)	 (mi)
1050
1,650
1,650
5-7 My
1O_114 Ay
17-21 May
10-1'4 May
17-21 May
	
148	 #337, Sirnple	 35
	
92	 #337, Simple	 155
	
10 14	 #337, Simple	 172
	
Exeter	 220
	
104	 1714, Exeter	 534
2,100
2,050
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Table 22. Effect of zupne LBN? on heart rate iri 2 morkeys
during ground-based tests during the CV-990
flight xperiment.
!-Jeart Rate (bets/min)
LBNP (tcirr)
Date	 4onkey	 Control	 40	 50 1 60 1 }ecovery
156
140
162	 168	 162	 216
165	 195	 195	 195
175	 --	 --	 225
175	 --	 --	 225
N1 7
21 May*
337
# 17 4
178
180
All data cLtaind during last minute of control, LBP
and recovery periods.
LBflP test on this day consisted of 5 min at each of
three presures.
I.B? tests on this day consisted of 2 min at 60 torr only.
Lata for suhiect ff337 is inean of 4 tests.
BY
Table 23. Timed urine co11ect1on from monkey ods during CV-990 eper1inent
aCtivities.
#3371 Simple	 I174, Exeter
Uririe	 Elapsed Excretion	 Uri	 I:1psed Excretion
Date	 Time	 Voume	 Tiine	 Rate	 Vo1..e	 Ti.me	 Ral:e
(mi)	 (hr)	 (ml/hr)
	 (rnl)	 (hr)	 (ml/hr)
	10 May 75 2200	 0	 0
	12 May 76 0800
	
375	 34	 10	 655	 3+	 19
	
13 May 76 0800
	
220
	
214
	 9
	 255	 714	 11
	
114 May 76 0800	 1435	 214	 3.8
	 375	 24	 1
Total
	
9 P0	 82
	
12
	 1285	 82	 16
	
17 May 76 0800	 --	 0	 --	 0
	
18 May 76 0800	 115	 24	 5
	
325
	
214
	
114
	19 May 76 0800	 115	 24	 5
	
220	 24
	 9
	
20 1!ay 7E 0800	 265	 214	 11
	
100
	 214
	 4
	21 May 76 0800	 275	 214	 11
	 135	 214
	
18
Total	 770	 q68
	
1080
	 96	 11
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with Strip Chirt Recorders, Tape Recorders and the A!): 	 (omputer.
C. Monkoy Pod Telemetry System.
H. Cn-line Data Reduction o±- Respiratory Gas Exchange Measuremen s using the
ADDAS and Computer System of the cV-yqO,
1. O-1ine Computation of Mass Spectr'omete 	 r ilet Pressure arid Upper Pod
Pressure.
J. On-line Computation of LOWCL Pod Pressure.
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Pod Temperature, No. 1 Lower Pod Temperature, No. 2 Upper Pod Temperature,
and No. 2 Lower Pod Temperature.
L. On-lIne Computation of Heari: Rate.
M. I'ood and Water Datd Informaticn Requested from Computer Printout.
N. CV.-JY() Flight Plan D1.iyed FLip Program.
0. CV-iOO ADDAS Computer Qutput from Monkey Pod Experiment.
P. Satnple Coinputation of respiratory gas exchange for ADDAS.
Q. LBNP Calibration and Operations Procedures for the CV-990 Monkey Pod
F1igts.
APPENDIX A
DAILY SCHrDULE
EPL/ucB and flASA/ARC
Monkey Pods Exper!ment - CV-990
t at c
Estimatcd Take Off Tiiie
lime	 Acttvty	 Action
TD	 Monkey Insertions in ?od
	
Monday - each
Trarisport from i1dgn.
to 211
Refer to Schedule A
where uppiicab3e.
O80@.-0 30	 Pre-fiight Bioin trumentatiori
caijbration
0830	 Standup preflight meeting
OYIB	 Monkey rods - Aircraft Instz11ation
0930	 FLrIa:L All Sy3te1mi. Check
Rrrnova1 o.f nroximal off-board
equip!Tlent
Aircraft doorz shut
Hold to take off
1000 T
	
Take off
T to T+10 miri
T + 130 min	 L
TD
Flight Experiment K cedures
?ct-f1ight calihrations
NY load - monkey pods
Final £round observational
checks bioinstriientation
ano rnonkey pods
Refer to o1 eration1 rotoco.
where applicable.
TBD Monlcey removal from pods Fridays each wek
Transport from Bldg. 211.
to 236 -
Refer to Schedule A where
app1cab1e.
When pertinent, entries in
exper:nt log made througnout
erich day.
2APPENDLX B
EPL/UCI3 and N A''1'C Monkey-.Pod Experiment rJr	 JqC) -
GeneraL Protocol - Monkey 1pertion, Inflight, Pot-f1ight,
uid RemoYdi t rom Pocl. (1'	 tikeoff time for aircraft.)
'rime
T minus 120 min	 Poq jrepration prior to morikey th'rtion at Bldg. 230.
(hec: -leanlineso of lower and upper pod Nections. JcrJei
ec.ired tfl )1ace dfld cdpahle 0± being operdted nanudi Iv in
ueV po(J.
}e;ove bioLting oaper or other excreta aLornt materiAl
fror plastLc ! ag and imcrt in lower r.cd.
ie1ectio'	 2 tet subjects tn ind1viduL colony vqu peze c.gt
ori Ldtic ot physical condi'tion, feeding ind witering pittert&
cthd prevloLn performance in pod configur'dtion.
/i (insti'umented with T/M imp1rit) and 2 (control without
T/M rnpiant).
Test subjects secird in squeeze cage. Single intrarnucdr
(IM) injection of Ketamine Y
.
Jrochloride (: to i mp/1 o
body wt) and Atropine Sulfate (0.0 14 mg/kg of Vody wt).
Thc foliowing operations for 41 and 2 monkeys can l:P FIccrn-
p1itd in parai1 or taridem, depend!P4 on available trained
personnel. Tirnes as	 -d here are for bolh monkeys in para111.
Monkeys /1 and 02 remoced from cage when tranquilizer otfpctive,
examiried und weighed to nearest 10 grams. Weight r-cordd.
Monkey t1aced Otr prer, ta1.1.
Mojcey 01 crickrd for proper po5iI ioning of oxtornal
erirgi d iig ro 1 for ricept or of ppropr ate T/M rTgual
OULpUt.
Mcr<ey 02 prepdreci for application of sflvtr-dTver ch1orde
ECC elvotxedvs hy shdvrng thordx 1 scrulhhig skirt with ralize
;jn&rs cd surgic1 soap foflowed hy 70% -i1coho1 wipe.
r.'.1rudes fllec1 with p.ste, app1ed wLh doublc-si.ick
wihtrs .ind cov'ed with a foam acThedve disc.
Hirdnu.im of 2 j euj1 x'quired fur fotiowing operitions on ca ch
Tnorlkcy:
(1) Silicone c1ivc1erl sei1 paised over iegs and pnnitiuned 4t
iiiac rxet level.
(2) F1stic wiist1>rncI ippHd to certral sieeve of divider
WJ restraint jacket pised over head, velcrQ c1oue ¶;r-j1 find
sewn with nylon cord. P1, apply extm'ior PVCQOing roil
and piss leads dorsa1iy. P2, pass ECc3 icts dcr.u11y,
(4) Lower Body Ne.-itive Pressure (IFNP) wisL tmp1at 	 ind
iraund waist with rtthluir gostet on edge oI cvntral hrlr?.
() LBNP w.iist tempLile support pldte pissed over 1gs in1
positioned at iliac crest 1evt1 of inonhey.
(6) Monkey p:I1iced in lower hif of pod couch (sitting ;n tdble)
and parts llsted 1r steps 5, (oiied spcir har rings),
1, and 3 (in that or'der) p.Ised over spacer hars of couch.
(7) tJppe" haif of pod 'ouch jcilned to iower half, aud rsUnt
jic}zet hamriock secured to upper h1f af couch.
(8) lJpper and :loher ig restraint b,irs posit ionrd and
T me
	
Event
(9) Entire couch/pod divider/monkey assenthly passed into the
iower pod by one person holcling >nto the upper couch,
while second person directs the positioning through the
window on lower pod.
(10) Waist template support plate pressed thto position,
compressing the silicone "O ring seal.
(11) Divider seal and jacket ski't edges slid irito the groove
in the edge of the pod divider shelf and compressioi ring
dnd retaine, ring p iced on the jacket skirt perimeter and
secured with scrers,
(12) Press rubher "0" rings iito beveled seat on support plate.
(13) Upper/lower pod	 ring placed in groove of the lower pod
and the upper pod set in place. #1, place receiving
dnterrna and exteriorize leads af energizing coil thrcugh
upper pod. 1 2, exteriorize ECG leads through upper pod.
(14) Earrel or Narmori clanip placed over the edges of the upper
and lower pod and the clanip tightened with bolt.
pods
Transport of monkey/from l3ldg. 236 to Bldg. 211 in government
furnishecl transport vebicle. If this step delayed, provision
should be made for air flow through upper and lower pod.
The foilowi.ng
 procedures are to be considered if flight is
scheduled on day of monkey insertions into pods.
T - 30 frriifl	 On board loading of monkey pods. Connecting of interfacing
electronic, gas, waterer, arid food reservoir lines. Add
known quantities of food and water to reservoirs.
T	 lmpn
	
Ffnal ground check out of total experirnent package.
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Time	 Ivent
T to t
	
Foliowing takeoff and throhout flight, data parameters will
(1arding)
be recorded as shown in Table 1.
TBD	 The initiation and sequencing of lower body negative pressur'e
trials will be determined in re1atonship to the actual fUght
pattern 5chedule of the aircraft (TBD).
LBH? trials to be perfoniied as foliows:
(1) Throughout test monkey should ideaily not be exposed to
noise (other than backgr'ound) of huxnari,other orgddsm, or
equipineot or'igin. Nonlcey should not be able to obser've
hunan ar other orgeinisms through upper pod window.
(2) Ccmtrol Period:
Record heart rate arid inaJ<e notes of any rnonkey behavior
whicb can be discerned, e.g. shaking pod.
(3) 1A14P period!
Sane as in (2), then the foliowing, in order.
(a) To thitiate LBNP -- shut off lower pod air flow switch.
(b) Shut off eir inlet vaive to lower poch
(c) Turn airi outlet, lower pod vaive to LBNP.
(d) LBNP switch to ON
(e) tncrease voltage an LBNP control rob to give 15 iin Hg
neg. press. as read from transducer channe]. on Brush
recorder. Gradually increase voltage over period of
about 15 seconds.
(f) 1aintain pressure for 15 rnin.
(.g) Decrease voltage on LBNP control knob to zero.
Gi) IBNP switch to OFF.
(fJ Turn air out1t, lower pod vaive to Venti:Lation.
T 1 nie	 Event
L + 15 '
L t 20 ,pVt
L + 30
L + 120 1P4)
(j) Open aL" inlet vaive to lower pod.
(k) Turn on lower pod air flow switeh..
(Li) Recovery period:
Sarne as.in
 (2).
ProcecIure to foIlow on return to base froin earth day's flight.
rinal chec.kout of biointrumentation and data acquisition
systern collection of flight str'ip chart recordings for arialysis..
Disconriect interf3cthg lines to pods and prepare for unloading
and record amourit of food arid water consurned.
Move pocls to ground based positioris designated area in i3ldg. 211.
Attach air jines (intake and exhaust) for ventilation of upper
and lower pod sections.
Observational notations made on monkey beliavior and perfoniiance
from L + 30. Corrective action tal<en if needed before :lights
out period.
The above procedures will be car'ried out on Monday of each
or recoveiy
week of the tentative flight schedule. Romoval. (R)/of the
morikay from the pod will be carried out on Fridays as
follows.
L
L i- 10 ryfl4ri
li'7
Event
Move pods from aircraft to transpor't vehicle. Transport
to B1dg 236
Count all food tb1eta re athing in feecler.
Remove upper pod.
Trariqui lize rnonkeys.
Remove debris end record nunber oF uneaten food tablets
which may be present.
Disasseb1e divicler parts tn reverse order of inser'tion procedure.
While removing couched monkeys:
Cleanse lower coth 1.th distflled 1120 and clean spatula,
aliowing washings to be added to lower pod contents.
Remove monceys from couch.
Wash lowex' couch with distilled 1120 and spatula - washings
to lower pod contents.
Wash lowex' portion of inonkey body with distilled H 20 - wnhings
to lower pod contents.
Determine body weight of test rnonkey and return to caged.
Remove lower pod contents aiid place in container for subsequent
themical analysis.
Wash lower pod interior with disti]ied 1120 and spatula - add
washings to container.
Store container at -.15°C.
Time
L + 20 ii'fl
(of last flight
during week].y
series)
L + 3O R
R + 90 rni-(]
	
Observational notations on cage bebavior.
Wash and store pod parts in appropriate order for assembly
and rnonkey insartin when scheduled for weekly series of
subsequent flight trials or ground ithoratory base ].ine stucHes.
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APPENDLX C
EPLAJCB Protocol for Bioinstrumerttation ?rocedures for
Monkey-Pod Experiment cn CV-990 Flights.
(Pre-flight calihratioris to be carried out each day)
(T = aircraft takeof-f)
Time	 Event
T - 120 rnins	 Pre-set c1ibration gas fiows fr'om onboard cylinder's or
ground base cvlinder on doliles to insure out-board lea}c in
calihratiori gas lirie, and leave "zero cylinder flow ON.
Enter experiment area aboard CV990 aircraft to record
EPL/WMRS/UCI3 data artd carry out fcllowing:
Recurd in-line barometric pressure sensor.
Mass spectrometer (MS) operations.
(a) Place MS Output/DVM Switch to Voltage position and record
MS inlet pressure trarisducer voltage on DVM.
(b) Adjust Sample Outlet Vaive as needecl to set above voltage
betweeri 3.90 and 3.510 volts.
(c) Place MS Output/DVM Switch to Current position 	 1 record
MS lon pump current (measured as a negative voltage) on DVM.
The norninal reading is between -20 and -10 inillivolts.
(d) Place MS Output/DVM Switch to the CO2, 02, N 2 , arid I-12J
positions and record MS signal outputs on L	 for CO2, 02
N2, arid H20 respectively for pod air.
During norna1 running mode ' the MS sampling system
will be set with the Sarnple Vaive in the Pod position,
and the Calibration Vaive in the Cabiri Air position.
(e) Turn Sample Vaive to Calibration position (activating
Calibration Vaive).
NS should now be samiL.iiig cabin air.
9Time	 Event
(f) Place MS Output/DVN Switch to Voltage position and 8djust
Sampie Outlet Vaive 68 needecl to set voltage between
3.1190 6nd 3.510 volts.
(g) Allow 5 minutes for stabiiization of readings, thcn place
MS Output/DVN Switch to lhe CO2 , 02, 112, and 1120 positions
and record NS sign8l outputs on DVM for CO2, 02, 112, and
1120 respectively for ca]1n air.
(h) Turn Calthration Vaive to Cylinder position1,
HS shoulcl now be sampling from the "zero" c&lihratlon
gas cylinder.
() Placa flS Output/DVt4 Switch to Vo'tage position and adjust
Saniple Outlet Vaive as needed to set voltage between
3.1190 and 3.510 volts.
Adjust recorder base lines as needed with the "zero"
calibration gas.
00 2 5 div from left of chaxt
02 5 div from right of chart
112 Nid-scale (25 div)
1120 5 div from left of chart
Run calthration curves by connecting calibration gas line,
in turn, to cylinders 1, 2, and S.
Allow about 5 minutes for each cylinder.
Re-connect calibrution gas line to
	 cylinder.
Discorinect calThrat5on gas line at cylinders and allow MS
to sample aircraft cabin aix'.
time
Shut off rnin vaives an caithration gas cyUnders.
Ir the event of power f1ure in test facility or accidental
loss of power to mass spectrometer duriiig at tra1 close HS
Sample Tn].et Vaive (b].ue handle) fully c1oc)cwis and ____ as
soon as possible.
The mass spectrometer is protected agaiimt application
of power out of normatl sequerice and will not return to
operation upon restoration of power.
Procedures r juirec1 to restore operation of mass
spectrometer .d11 depend on duration of power outage and
time before closure of vaive.
T - 60	 The calthration of the pressure transducer and gauge should be
done before the monkey pocl is connect 	 to and after it is
discorrnected from the console inside the aircraft. The
calthration of the Biotachometer is to be done at 1oat tce
at thc beginning and conc].usion of flight.
Turn PRESSURE INPUT VAIJVE to CATJ.
On transducer pre-ampiifier set SENSITIVLTY to O1'F and
adjust pen POSITION to corivenient base lirie (ane large
division to left of right mrgin of paper).
Increase SENSITIVITY in steps and move pen back to base line
with BALANCE CONTROL. Set SENS1TIVITY to 10/DIV.
Attach manometGr system to PRESSURE CAL. PORT.
Close leak on rubber pressure bulb and apply 20 in. watex' pressure.
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Time	 Event
Set pen at eight large divisions to left of base line by
adjustng GAIN control.
Reduce px'essure to 10 in water momentarfly and then dr'op to
0 in, wator by opening leak vaive on bulb.
If base line uncbanged, proceed to next step; if changed set
pen POSITIOU to base ].ine and r'epeat.
Write pressure values of 20, 10 and 0 in, water on strlp chart on
appropriate line.
Remove nianorneter system from PRESSURE CAL. PORT and turn PRESSURE
INPUT VALVE to POD.
T - 40	 Calthratiori of biotachmeter with ECG simulator.
Turn SENS1TVXTY to OFF and RESPONSE to BEAT.
Set pen position on recorder right edge of chart with ZERO control.
Turn SENSITIVITY to CAL. and set pen position on left edge of
chart with 50 DIV. control.
Turn SENSITIVITY to 5 BEATS/NIN/DIV. and RESP0SE to AVE.
If THRESHOLD light is not flashing in regular rhythm and it is
expectecl that the subject t s heart bea-t should be steady, then
turn THRESFIOLD to limit in counterclockwise directiori and then
radua11y in clockwise direction urtil ].ight flashes in regular
rhythm.
The EC. can be obtained by turning the SENSITIVITY to ECG.
Discorrnect ECG simulator.
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Time
T -	 Ori-board 1oad1rg of 2 morkoy poda. Conrct interfacirig 1res
(gis, eiectronic, etc.) 1-o bioIristrurnent8t!on racks.
Initite T/M system chec)<out.
Record upper pod air flow rate ancl temperature from pne1
meterz
Checl'z botachometers with actusi ECG and heart rates from
monkey subjects..
Through all of roregoing ca].thraton procedures, the integration
of sigral flow from pod to signal conditioners to AOAS channels
and to tape recorders should be carefully mairtained.
T to L	 For fiight experent operations, refer to schedule protocol
for experirnental pod inonkeys - Appendix B.
Cont thuous n1c1surements all parameters.
IJBNP time TBD in respect to flight pattern.
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APPENtLX D
GR(MJND TO AIRCRM'T PO1ER TRANSITIOM, LN-FLIGHT D1TA COLLLCTION, AND
ShUT-OWN ?I0CEDURES.
A) Fo11win pve-tlight caltbra'tion procedures, leave rspir3tOZy
exchange instrumentatior ON except mass spectrometer, whlch should be
put in standby mode.
Note: The standby mocle is assumed as a safeguard agairist MS
ventthg, 1riismuch as power Interruptlon will necsari1y
occur durirg transition from ground to alrcraft power.
1) Turn LOOp Mode Switch to OP)N.
2) Close Sp1e Inlet (biack handle) Vaive (vertical).
3) Open Sanp1e Outlet (microrneter hancUe) Vaive (fully CCW).
Note: The reading on DVM in VOLTAGE position should
decrease to 0 VOjt.
L) Close t4S-Sainple TnLet (blue hanJle) Valve (fuLly CW and snug).
5) Turn Filament Selector Switch to FILAMENT 1. MANUAL.
€) Turn MS Electronics Switch OFF.
) As soon as possthle after transition from grourd to aircraft power,
start up mass spectrometer as in Step K of "Starting Operations ori
Respiratory Gas Exctange Console ,...
C) Leave shelf rnounted Saiiiple Vaive in CAL position and Calthration Vaive
in CABIN position so that MS is sampling cabin air during its "warrn-.up"
prior to take-off.
D) Just before take-off, or after 15 minutes of "warm-up" whichever comes
first, switch Sample Vaive to POD position.
Adjust Saniple Outlet (inicrometer handle) Vaive until instrurnent panel
DVM on VOLTAGE position reads 3.500 + 0.010 volts.
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ybtem Is now in .i "harids-.off" and "running" mode -- sit bach arid
monitor Itatd outputs for, duration of f]Jght.
E) In the event of an i.rnscheduled power interruptiori duririg f1ght,
close MS-Saniple Inlet (blue handle) Vaive (fu11,r CW and snj)
AS SOON AS PC)S1BLE then comp1tte rest of "Dperate to Standby"
routine ds in Step A.
Upon restoratLon of power, start up mass spectrometer as in Step K
of Startirig Operations cn Xepiratory Gas Exchange Con5o1e..."
) After final .landirig or on ' 1 Experirnents-poweroff" instructions from
mission manager before 'inal landing, put MS in standby mode as in
step A, and power off all other instrumeritation.
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APPENDIX E
Af'r1Nn OPEKATIONS ON IJ.SPIRA1OIY CAS EXCKA1GE INSTLL1MENTA110N
(IM-J3OAHD 13AY 01' UCB INSRUMEflTATLO! lI1'H-BOY)
A) Digital Thecceer Powtr , w1tch uI.
Ver.ty ProIc Selector switch n position A.
i,) Mais Ilowinet' Power, switch ON.
c) No. 1 Upper 1'01 Vent. Power witch OH.
Note: Altliough certair,. • witthes and ports on the instrumertation rdcic
are 1abe1d Pud 1 or ,
 Po1	 to fdcilitte integration with the '-od
the two air t1ow Tii tL- n, tem are Letter characterized by function
-- an analyze nd	 'atc line dnd a ventilation only line. Loch
pod is 3lterndtelv	 '' for arialyses and ventllation or just
ventilation,
) No. 2 Upper Pod Vent. Power Switch ON.
E) p1/S Vac. Purnp Power switch O.
1') DC Power upp1y Switch ON (may already be on).
Vertfy 25 VDC output on panel meter.
(3) n-Way Vaive lower Switch ON.
H) 14-Way Vaive Timer Switch ON.
At next switching step ot vaive; i.e. from "No. 1 Pod OnLthe"
to "No. 2 Pocl On-Line", or vice versa, turn Timer OFF
At the next quarter-hour (clock tirne) turn Timer back ON.
The alternation between Pod 1 and Pod 2 for respiratory gas exchange
ineasurements at 15-minute intervals should now occur at approxirnately
each quarter-hour.
1) Baratron Fower Switch ON.
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J) ?1t in heitthg tapes ori High-Boy/Pods tnterface Panel.
K) Masi Spectrometer op'ratons.
Ref.: Operation of NASA/Skylab Mas3 Spectrorneter Instructon
(latec! February 197.
In stindLy mode during cv qqa oeratons, switches on the MS Controi
Unit and MS Srnple Vaives should be in the followthg potdtion;:
1) Miin 1ower ON.
2) lori Ptnp Switch ON,.
3) MS Electronicn Switci QFF
) rI1et Selector Sith on TiLENT 1. MANUAL,
5) Loop iode Switcth on OPLN
6) Sarnple Inlet(b1ack hand1) Vaive CLOSED (vertical).
7) Fimp1e Outlet (mcrometer handle) Vaive OPCN (fully CCW).
8) NS-Sample Inlet (blue handle) Vaive CLOSED (fully CW).
To operate
1) Pice iristrument panel DVM Switch in CURRENT position.
DVM should rcad between -100 erd -10 mi11ivolt.
Ifriot, high v.icuum compartment of MS may have verifed,
requiring the lIcryopptI pxocedure.
Ci.ntior	 DO NOT proceed uritil a safe vacu.]
condition is established.
If aircraft pcier has bean off, the NS is considered to be
in a Itshut.wn mode. Hence, aliow about 30 minutes for
nomthal valtage to be obtaired.
If cryopumping becomes necessary, the NS will be removed
froxn the high-boy at the end 01 the 1 light and the pr'ocedure
carried out at EPL/WNRS/IJCB.
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'or ditcnnect arid cryopump procedures, see Operaticrn of
Mass Spectrometer Instructloris dated 18 June 1974.
(Note: Cdb1' JI and J3 wfll have to accomp9ny the MS for
u;e with the fystem Test Urdt at EPL1).
2) Turn MS Electronics Switch on NS Coiitrol. Uriit ON
3) ?res arid release ?c*ier Rect Button.
ii. ) Switch DV1 to voltage position.
) Close Sample Outlet (micrr,rneter haridle) Vaive (CW) 4 .1/2 turns.
6) Dpen Sample Inlet (hlack handle) Vaive (CCW) untiJ. DVi reads
approx. 3.5 volts.
Mjust Sample Outlet (micrometer handle) Vaive until DVI4
reads 3.500 + 0.010 volis.
8) Open MS-Sample Inlet b1ue handle) Vaive (CCW) 2 turns.
g) Turn FUarnent Selector Switcb to FILANENT 2 MANUAL.
10) Turn Loop Node Switch to C)SED.
Nass Spectrorneter is now in operation.
L)	 Allow 15 minutes lo stabilize all instrumentation before proceeding
with calibrations.
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PNDIX F
CALIBRATION 01' RES?IMTORY GAS EXCHANCE INSTRUMENTATION and IN'I'ERATI0N
WITII STRIP-CIiART RLCORDERS, TAPE RECORDER, AND TI-IE ADDAS COMPUTERS
A) Dgita1 Thtr'niorneter (Parameters 9.-1),
1) switch Temperature Multiplexer to AUTO (0N) arid depress
CAL Button,
Flace Relirence TeTnperature Switch to 20 0 C puition for
zero 'a1. value.
Record voltage corresponding to	 OC froin ADDAS video display
ori Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set dnalog tape recorder Channel 4 to zero.
Set strip chart recorder Cbannel b to zero.
2) Place Reference Temperature Switch to 40°C position for full-scale
cal. va1ue
1ecord voltage corresponding to	 °C from ADDAS video display
on Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Channel ' to fu11-sca1.
Set strip chart recorder Charinel 5 to full-scale.
3) Leave Reference Temperature Switch at 140 0 C arid retract CAL
Button.
B) Mess Iiowmeter (Parameter 5)
1) Set mass flow at 8,000 cm 3/minute using panel meter and
flow control valve for zero cal. value.
Record voltage corresponcling to 8000 cm 3/tninute from ADDAS
video display an Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Cnannel 2 to zero.
Set strip chart recorder Channel 2 to zero.
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2) Set niass flow at 10000 crn 3/minute ua1g pariel meter arid flow
cortro1 vaive for full-scale cal. value.
Recorcl voltage corresponding to 10,000 cm 3/minute from AIDDAS
video display on Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set analog tipc r'corder Channel 2 to full.-scale.
Set strip chart i-ecorder Chdrrnel 2 to fuil-sca].e.
3) Return mass flow to rn-rnir)al 9000 crn3/rnnute.
t) Verify volurne flow of approx. 9 liters/minute ori rotaineter in
ventiiaton onl3r ]ine.
C) MS Inlet Pressux Meter (Parameter 6).
1) Place instrument panel DVN to VOLTAGE position.
Set MS Inlet Fressure at 190 torr (2.6 volts on DVM) using MS
Sample Outlet (micrometer handle) Vaive for zero caL value.
Record voltage corresponding to 10 torr froin ADDAS video display
ori Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
No dnaiog tape recorder channel.
Set st'ip chart recorder Channe]. 3 to zero.
2) Set MS Inlet Pressure at 26 torr (3.6 volts on DVM) using MS
Sarnple Outlet (inicrorneter hanclle) Vaive for full-scale cal. valie.
Record voltage ccrresponding to 260 torr frorn video display on
Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
No arialog tape recorder channel.
Set strip chart recorder Channel 3 to full-scale.
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3) Retu-'n MS Inlet Pressure to nominal. 253 torr (35 on IJVM).
D)	 Baratron (Parajn€ter 7).
1) St Baratron s1gn1 equivalent to 580 torr by (a) placing Offset
Voltage Swrtth to READ and (b) using 'i-Decade Offset Voltage
Coritrols to obtaln a panel meter reading of 58 for zero cal. value.
Record voltage corresponding to 580 torr from ADDAS v.deo display
ori Cal. Factore Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Channel 3 to zero.
Set strip chart recorder Cbannel 11 to zero.
2) Set Baratron signal equva1ent to 780 torr by (a) placing Offset
Voltage Switch to NEC and (b) using 4-Decade Offset Voltage Controls
to obtain a panel meter reading of 78 for ftill-scale cal. value.
Record voltage corresponding to 780 torr from ADDAS video display
on Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Charrnel 3 to full-scale.
Set strip chart recorder Charinel ' to full-scale.
3) Return Baratron to norna1 operation by (a) piacing Offset Vltage
Switch to OUT and (b) zeroing al]. L...Decade Offset Voltage Controls.
E)	 Mass Spectrometer (Parameters 1.14).
1) Pre-set cal. gas cylinder fiows to insure out-board leak in
Calibration gas line and to prevent over-pressurizing MS sample line.
Note: A rnid-colunrn position of float in Leak Indicator
(mounted on LBNP panel of out-board bay of UCB
Instrumentation High-Boy) satisfies above conditions.
2) Place instrument panel DVN to VOLTAGE position and adjust Sainple
Outlet (uicrometer handle) Vaive as needed to set voltage
between 3.490 and 3.510 volts.
E 2 2)	 Directly ir front of the pare1 rnoimted MS sanp1e vaives are tiio
shelf mounted vaives labelecl SAMPLE and CALIBRATION. The Samp].e
Vaive has two positions labeled POD ariri CAL. The Calibration
Vaive has two positions labeled GASES and CABIN.
During MS shut-down or standLy modes, the shelf inounted vaives
will Iiormally be set with the Sample Vaive in the CAL position
and the Calibration Vaive in the CABIN position.
3) Attach cal. gas line to Cal. Cyl. 1/1.
.i) Turri Calihration Vaive to GASES positiori and check to see that the
Leak Indicator shows correet gas flow.
5) Adjust Sample Outlet (micrometer handle) Valve as needed to set
VOLTAGE on instrurnent panel DV?I to between 3.490 and 3.510 volts.
6) Allow 5-10 minutes for Cal. Gas /L1 to flush sarnpling system arid
provide stable readings of gas fractions for F02, F CO21FH20, and
FN2 zero cal. values.
Record voltages corresponding tci F02
 of 0.2089, Fc02 of 0.0003,
FH 2 0 of 0.0 and FN 2 of 0.7908 from ADDAS video display on Cal.
Factors Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Charrnel 1 to zero for multiplexed signrl
of gas fractions.
Set strip chart recorder Channel 1 to zero at mid-scale for
multipiexed signal of gas fractions.
7) Move cal. gas line to Cal. Cyl. 1/2.
8) Allow 5-40 mirrntes for Cal. Gas 1/2 to flush sampling system and
provide stable readings f'F02 and F02 full-scale cal. values.
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E,6)	 Record voltdges corrasponding to 102 of 0.1910 and FCO2 of 0.0184
from ADDAS video dizplay on Cal. Factors Work Shaet.
Set analog tape recorder Channel 1 to 80% full-scale foxi 102 and
Fc02.
Set strip chart recorder Channel 1 to 80% full-scale for 102 and
Fc02.p
9) Move cal. gas line to Cal. Cyl. 113,
10) Aflow 5-10 niinutes for Cal. Gas 113 to flush sainpling systen and
provide a stable reading forrN 2 full-z5cale cal. value.
Record voltage corresponding to 1N2 of 0.7476 from ADDAS video
display on Cal. Factox's Work Sheet.
Set analog tape recorder Channel 1 to 80% full-scale for FN2.
Set strip chart rccrder Channe]. 1 to 80% full-scale for 1N2'
11) Shut off cal. gas cy11nders (3) and turn shelf mounted Calibration
Vaive to CABIN position.
12) To use Cal. Cyl. #4 (smaii, internal MS cylinder for 1H20 standard),
close Sample Inlet (black handle) Vaive to vertical.
13) Open Samp].e Outlet (micrometer handle) Vaive fully CCW.
flote: The reading of instrument pane]. DVN in VOLTAGE
position should decrease to 0 volt.
])) Place toggle switch of Cal. Gas Control to Cal 11 position (down).
15) Partially close Sample Outtet (miorcineter handle) Vaive W until
a reading of approxiinately 3.5 volts is obtained on the instruinent
pane]. DVMI
16) Place 1H20 Signai 1ividar (4:1) Switch (on Ratio Network panel on
fore side of in-board bay in UCZ Instrumentation High-Boy) to
1/4 position.
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17) Allow 1 minute for Cal. Cs 1,4
	
flush sampling system and
provide a stable roading for FH20 full.-scale cal. va1u.
Record voltage corresponding to FH20 of 0.0516 from ADDAS video
dsp1ay on Cal. Factors Work Sheet.
Set an1og tape recorder Channe]. 1 to BO full-scale for FH20.
Set strip chart recorder Channel 1 to full-scale for FH20.
18) Place toggle switch of Cal. Gas Contro]. to OFF position (horizontal).
19) Place FH20 Signal Divider (4:1) Switch to DIRECT position.
20) Open Sample Outlet (micrometer handle) Valve fu].ly CCW.
Note: The reading of instrument panel DVM in VOLTAGE position
zhould decrease to 0 volt.
21) Close Sarnple Outlet (micrometer handle) Vaive (CW) 4-1/2 turris.
22) Open Sample Inlet (black handle) Vaive (CCW) until DVM reads
approx. 3.5 volts.
23) Adjust Sample Outlet (micrometer handle) Vaive uritil DVM reads
3.500 + 0.010 volts.
2) MS should riow be samplthg cabin air.
F)	 On-line Computer.
1) Take Cal. Factors Work Sheet and compute cal, factor rn for all
the paraneters.
2) Enter in and b values for each parameter at the ADDAS terminal for
storage and on-line computations.
3) Computer should then be instructed via terminal to assume mode
which will pennit deterrnination of cabin aix' composition.
1 1L
4) Enter cabin air data at terndnal for storxge and on-.line
computation of V02 and
Note: If appropriate programniing is avai1b1e Items 3
and li may be accomplished in a single operation.
5) Instruct computer via termmnal theit calibrations are complete
and to assume flRuNtI mode.
6) Set analog tape and strip chart recorders in RUN' mode.
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APPCNDIX G
MONKEY POD TLEKCTRY SYSTEM
The multichanrjel telemetry system ior the tnonkey pod expertment is
deslgned to recover the coded iriformation frcm a giveri channei multi-
plexed telemetry signal, The demodulator provides analog Mhigh lever'
signals suitable to drive standard recordthg instruients.
Channels are assigied in the foliowing way:
&2hannel 1
	 Reference D.C. voltage
Synch pulse
	 Synchron[zes Demodulation
Channel 2	 Subcommutated channel
2a: - volts
2b: unregulated power
2e: Temperature
2g: Zero
21-1; +4 volts
Chanriel 3	 Left VentrLcular Pressure
Channel 4	 Aortic Pressure
Channel 5	 ECC,
Channel 667	 not used
Eqiprnent Operation andSet IJp
1. Coirnect the 240 kbz power oscillator to the monkeys jacket
coil which is found in the left pocket.
2. Bring the power cord froin the power supply to the power osclia-
tor.
1
11 b
3. Locato tho rcceiver anten.ia into poltion. (i.e., outside the
monkey pod, in the inrncdiate viciriity of thQ animal)
4. Thrn tho te1netry syAtem "ON" (receiver, dcmodu1ator, oci110-
scope, D.VI.M., arid Fower Supply)
S. Verify that carrier signal from the tran&nittGr is being received,
that is
(a) RCa1Ver is tunc to the tran gnitter frequency (10 khz
signal can be heard)
(b) signal strength motor reads Mghest iign].
(c) tuning is approximately near "0"
(d) I.F. Bandwith is set at 300 khz
(e) Deviatjon :is sat at the "250" scale
(f) !°iJ2L. is reading POSITIVE in the VU meter and the "VIDEO
G7IN" setting is set at apprcrdiiate1y 118"
(g) RF Gain is "AGC" and "Mt': 2nd t1 JJ) 11 is set at "VFO": ].st "LO"
is set "VFO-AFC"
6. Verify that the "zeo/CA1" switch is in the center or neutxal p0-
sition in the clernodulator.
7. Verify that proper PM sigrial is being received in scope display
8. Mjust the VIDEO ou'rPUT again uritil the PWM signal a.t the input
monitor fran the dciodu1ator (scope display) 15 approxirnately 4 to
6 volts peak to peak.
9. Observe polarity of P4 signal and adjust dnodu1ator accordingly
by checking the polarity switch (i.e., if norma].-polarity switch positive:
if thverted-polarity switch negative (see last page of this appendix).
10. Me.asure voltage outlxit from chanre1 #1 of the telcirietered signal
ad riote.
1.17
11. Switcli to zero (0) rnode Q dcodu1ati
	
(observ3 that ca]ibra-
tor 8ignal iz '1 norrnal' i.i., pol&rity switch positiva)
12. Mjut frequency potentiomtør(crew) in front panel of dnodu1ator
until v1tage of channel #7 of d€nodu1ator equals that of channel 411 in
the implanted unIt.
13. Adjust the c1ibraUon of "potantiometerz t' (3-5) to read zero volts.
14. Record 10 seconcls of ze.ro (0) rnode signal.
15. Change "zro/CA1 t switth to CAl mo4e and record ten secondø of
signal.
16	 Switch to the neitra1 poaition th thc "zero/;1" switch. Ohserve
polarity of PWM signal and record physiological data.
17. Tcnperathre moasurent:
(a) Measure voltage output from channel J12G and adjust potentio-
mtar 2 to read ZERO VOL4TS.
(b) switch to channel 2E and record voltage output-This will
be the tcperature reading in volts.
16. Et1D OF STUDY. Turn equiprnent off and di5connect power oscillator
from animal.
p-.
DtRECT PWM OUTPUT FROM F.M. RECEIVER
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
(Shown in the . Norm&-Positivc Dirciion)
Z
	
	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
tShown in the
O.8mSEC -.
SCOPE DISPLAY
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A?PU4IX H
ON-LINL I)ATA REDUCTION 0? RES?IRATORY GAS EXCHAWE MEASUREME?S
USING THE ADDAS AND COMPUTER SYSTEM OF THE cvgo.
Obectve: To ai1yze and reduce continuou5 signal outpUts from
respiratory gat exchange intrumntat1on to obtain the oxygen
conumpton rate, carbon dioxide productiori rate, and resp1rtory
quotient on a real tilnett basis for twa monkey subjects during a
series of ('V990 flights.
Method: The composition af exhaust air ancl the mi&s flow of air
through the hood (upper pod) sectIons rf twa morikey pods will be
i1ternate1y monitored 15 minutes at a time for the duration of the
cv990 flights.
The data chnne1s to be analyzed by the on-board computor are the rnass
spectrometer (M/S) signal outputs for F021 Fc02, FH2O, and FN2, and the
fiowineter signal output for mass flow; i.e., parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 on UCB data table dated 12 Februax'y 1976.
Oxygen consumption rate (v0 2 ) in crn 3/minute, will be computed by,
v02	
- rE02 ), and carbon dioxide production rate ( V 2 ) in
cui 3/minute by, V02	 (FEc02 - F1c02), where V is the aass 1 low af air
veritilating the subject (upper pod air flow) in cm 3 'iiiute, FI	 and
are the fractiora1 02 aiid CO2 content of the inlet air, and FE02 and FECO2
are the fractiona]. 02 and CO2 content of the exhaust air. Respix'ator'y
quotint will be cornputed as the ratio, (V2)/(V02).
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Calibratton fctor (cornputation6l constants) will be generated by
daily calibr'ation procedure5 which will be carried out during an
d)proximat(4y one hour period before tike-off.
It Is understood that power will be made availeble for
restrurnnt warm-up and calthration befcre each flight.
In the statement below of the operatlons required for
turd Lii-rlight computations of re5piratory gas exchange,
it is also assumeO, that the ADDAS arid computer system
will be available and or-11ne during the pre-flight
calthration periocl.
Resuired characteristics and perations ofputer system:
The system itiou1d operate in four, different modes, depeuding on
instructions entered at a terminal.
Mories 1, 2, and 3 wili be required during calthration periods before
edch flight to compute and store data concerned with mode 4 computa-
tions duririg the f1ight
The four modes should operate as described below:
12].
MODE 1 (Gas Calthration).
On sigrial, reidirigs Mess Epectrometer Zero(1), MSZ(2), MSZ(3),
MSZ( 14) are obtained for each '4iatmel of the mass apectroineter.
The notations 1, 2, 3, and 4 represoit oxygen, carbon
dioxide, water vapor, and nitrogen repective1y.
Ori a second zignal, a seeond set of readings Mass pectrometer
pan(1), MSS(2) MSS(3), MSS(4) are obtained.
Using specified constants Zero(1), Z(2), Z(3), Z(4) and yan(1)
S(2), S(3), S( Ii), the v.1ues i(.) for siope and B(I) for
intercept are caiculated as fo11ows
M(I) -	 z(I) -S(I)
sz(i) -. ass(i)
B(I) = Z(I) - M(I) * isZ(I)
The eight values zi(1), M(2), M(3), M(4) and n(i), B(2), B(3), B(4)
are stored uritil the next Mode 1. operation when they are replaced
by a new set of values.
1 2
MODE 2 (Flow Calibration).
Or signal, a reading FMZ, fox' F1ow Meter Zero, is taketi from
tbe flow meter.
On a seccrnd signal, a second reading FMS, for Flow Meter an,
is dbtairied.
From specified constants Z(5) and S(5) for Zero and Rpan, the
siope M(5) and intercept	 (5) are calculated as foliows:
- z(5) - s(5)
FIZ - FMS
13(5)	 z(5) - M(5)	 FMZ
The vaj.ues H(5) and B(s) are stored until the next mode 2
operation when tbey are rp1aced by a new set of vahies.
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MOD 3 (Measurement of Inlet Air).
On signal, readings 4ass pectrometer Inlet Air(1), MSIA(2),
NSIA(3), MSIA( L ) are made for each chanriel of the mass
ipectrometer.
Using the stored values !4(i), M(2), M(3) M('4) arid B(1), 13(2),
B(3), B(L), the fol2owing ar'e calculated:
F'IA(l)	 M(1)	 MSIACL) + B(1), for Fraction Inlet Air
FIA(2)	 i(2) * NSIA(2) + 13(2)
FIA(3)	 M(3)	 MSIA(3) + B(3)
* MSIA() + B(Ll)
TOTAL	 FIA(1) + FIA(2) + FIA(3) + F1A(4)
DIØ-	 FIA(1)- TOTAL - FIA(3) , for Dry Xnlet Oxygen
DICD	 -	 FIA(2)- 2TAL - FIA(3) , for Dry Inlet Carbon Dioxide
The values DtØ and DICD are stored until the next Iode 3 operation
when they are replaced by a new set of values.
The values FiA(i), FIA(2) FIA(3), arid FIA('4) are printed.
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MODE LL (Neasurernerit of Exhaust Air)
1'ollowhig modes 1, 2, arid 3 operations, the Iristrurnentation w11l
be switched to moiitor the exhaust air from the two upper pods.
in the "run" mode, readings of I4ass pectrometer Exhaust r(1)
MSLA(2), MSEA(3) MSEA( LI), and FLEA, for FLow Exhaust Air will he
ainp1ed 1/sec, and averaged for one-Tnnute perIod2 (the average
reading may Le based on 10 to 60 amp1e; i.e.,, every eth sainple
to all samples).
Using tbe stored values M(1), M(2), M(3), M( ti), M(5) and 3(1),
B(2), (3), B(4), B(5), the foliowing calculations are made:
FEAW = MCi)	 NSEA(1) + 13(1), for Fraction Exhaust Air
FEA(2)	 M(2) * tISEA(2) + B(2)
FEA(3)	 M(3)	 MSEA(3) t B(a)
FEA( L )	 l(Li)	 MSEA('+) + B(4)
ALL FEA(1) + FEA(2) + FEA(3) + FEA(4)
DEØ ALL-FEA(3) for Dry Ehaut Oxygen
F (2)DECD	 EAALL - FEA() , fox' Dry Exhaust Carbon Dioxide
FLW = 0.932 * EM(S)
	 ILEA + B(5)3
The values FEA(i), FEA(2), FEA(3), FEA('), and FLØW, together with
time code and pod £dentiflcation are printed and displayed on
video 1/rnin.
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Usthg the stored values 3)10 and DICD, the foliowing are calcu].ated:
	
ØCR	 LØW (3)10 - DEØ), for Oxygen Corsuinpt1on Rate
CDPR FLØW (DECD - DICD), for Carbon Dioxide Production Rate
CDPR
	
RQ	 , for Respiratory QuotientOCR
The values OCR, CDPR, and RQ, together with tiiiie code and pod identif-ication
re prir3ted ard dispiayed on video 1/min.
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APPEUDIX 1
ON-LINE COMPUTATION OF MASS SPJCTROJtETER INLET PRESSURE AND
UPPER POD PRESSURE (Parameters 6 and 7).
During the pre-±light calibration pericI, zero and full-seale
values o± pressure will be presented to each oi the two sensors.
Voltagos corresponding to the zero and f'ull-scale vaiues of eaoh
parameter will be recorded y the computer, and aa1ibiation eurves
of the form, y lnx + b, computed and stored.
Aiternativy, voltages corresponding to zero ancl full-scale
values af each paraineter can be obtained by the experimenter,
either as a prirxt-out ±'rQIU Ihe coinputer or on a DVM, the calibra-
tion eurves computed on a hand calculator, and the calibration
factors rn and b entered at a terminal and. stored.
In the urjmtt mode, ieadings frorn the pressure sensors wIJJ be
sampled 1/sec, and avex'aged for one-minute jieriode (the computed
av(rage may be based. an 10 to 60 sarnples; ie., every Gth sainple
to all samples).
lising the stored calibration data, MASS SPECTROMETER [NLET PRESSURE
and tJPPER POD PRESSURE will be cornputed., and printed and displayed
on vicLeo 1/inin.
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APPENDIX J
ON-LINE COPUTATION OF LOWER POD PRESSURE (Paraineter 8).
During the pre-fligbt calibration period, zero ancl fuii-scale
values of differential pressure will be simulated by a cal-
ibration device.
Voltages corresponding to the zero 1 anl i'ull-scale values of Ithe
parameter will be recordecl by the computer, and a calibration
eurve of the form, y = tnx, computed and. stored.
Alternatively, voltages corresponcling to zero and full-soale
values of the parameter can be obtained by the experirnenter,
either as a print-out from the computer or on a DVI1, the calibra-
tion eurve computed on a hand calculator, and the oalibration
factor rn entered at a terminal and stored.
In the "run" mode, readings from the pressure sensor will be
sampled 1/sec, and averaged for one-ininute period.s (the computed
average may be based. on 10 to 60 samples; ie., every 6th sample
to all samples).
TJsing the stored calibration clata, LOWER POD PRESSURE will be
cornputed, and printed and displayed on video 1/min.
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APPEHDIX K
ON .-LINE COMPUTATION OP NASS SPJ0TROMETER INLET TEMPE}ATURE,
NO. 1 UPPER 1?OD TEMPERATURE, NO. 1 LOWER POD TEMPERATURE, NO. 2
UPPER POD TEMPERATURE, AND NO. 2 LOWER POD TEMPERATURE (Para-
meters 9 - 13).
During the pre-flight calibration period, zero and full-scale
values ar temperature will be simulated by a calibration device.
Voltages correspond.ng to the zero and f11-sca1e values of the
paraineters will be recorded by the computer, and a calibration
CUTVC of the forrn, y = inx, cornputed and stored.
Alternatively, voltages corresponding to zero and ±'ulI-scale
values of the paraineters ean be obtained by the experimenter,
either as a print-out from the computer or on a DVN, the calibra-
tion curve conputed on a hand calculator, and the calibration
±'actor rn entered at a terminal and stored..
in the runu niode, xnuJ.tiplexed readings from the 1 ive temperature
sensors and reference will be sainpled 1/seo.
The dwe11tl time on each sensor and reference will be 10 secs.
The readings from each serisor will be averaged for 10-second
period.s (the cornputed average may be based on 5 to 10 sarnples;
i.e, every other sample to all samples).
Using the stored Lalibration data, MASS SPE0TR0TLETER ]NLET TEMP-
ERATURE, NO. 1 UPPER POD TEMPERATURE, NO. 1 LOWER POD TEMPERATLTRE,
NO. 2 UPPER POD TEMPERATURE, and NO. 2 LOWER POD TEMPERATURE will
be cornputed, ai printed and clisplayed on video 1/inin.
1 2
\PPEUDIX L
N-L1NE COMPUTATION or HEART RATE (Pardmtrs 16 and 17)
Parameter 16: No. 1 Pod He6rt Rate
?arimeter 17: No. 2 Pod Hart Pte (der'ived from Parameter 21)
!iuririg ibe pr'e-flight caiibz'dtion peiod zero and full-scale values
of heart rate wifl be siinulated by a calibration device. The voltages
correspondirg to these values for both parameters will be obtained by the
experimenter, eithcr as a print-out from the computer or on a DVM, the
ca].ibration f'tor cornputed on a band c1cu1ator and the cal. factor
(beats/rnin/volt) entered at a terininal arid stored. Also, high and 1oz
heart rate lirnit values will be chosen by the experimenter arid entered
at a terminal and stored.
Ln the "run ode heart rate readings will be sampled 1/sec and
averaged for one-minute periods (the computed average may be based on
10 to 60 samples; i.e., every bth sample to all samples). If a sample
is between the desigriated heart rate limits it will be included in the
average; if not, it will be left out.
Using the stored calibratiori factor data, No. 1 Pod Heart Rate and
No. 2 Pod Heart Rate will he computed and, along with the number of
amp1es used (n) in the computation, printed and displayed on video 1/min.
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APPENDIX
ON-LINE COMPUTATION 0? FOOD AND WATER CONSUM1'TION
Paranieter 14: No. 1 Pod Food and Water
Parameter 15: No. 2 Pod Food and Water
Water and foocl consumption wili. Le sainpled at a rate of J.O/sec,
and displayed as a total of events during a one-minute period. tn
addition, a running tca1 *L1 be obtained during the flight. 1f
additional computer capability is avail&Dle, the percentage of the
total time spent in these activities will be estimated, printed and
displayed.
J.J.	 APPENDIX N
CV-990 FIIGFIT PLiN
DELAYED FLAP FRCGRIJI1
LIGWE NLJrIBER	 8	 PILOP
	
F. Drinkwater
DA TE
	
/21/76	 -- - COPILOT
	
0, Mattraw
FRE-E'LXO)IT YRIEF	 1000	 FESEAflCH
?ILOTS
DOOR CLOSING	 1030
TAKEOFF	 1100
I'LIGHT TI1.E	 3 hr	 TEST CONDUCTOR	 J. )3u11
- Pi1otCnf Rm	 -
DEBRIEF	 Aftcr F11hL
	
- TEST 000RDINATORD indrud
TEST cWJECTIVES
1. C3mpare fuel consumplion f3x' ctue1 apt profile and 3 0 glide path
from 30,000 ft int3 Stckt3n.
2, Evaluate Descent G and N int3 new airports (RNO,STS,SJC,NUQ)
3. Evaluate Delayed Flap at 200 kt initial aix'speed.
GENEHbJ1 FLIGHT TEST PIJSN
1, Takeoff, pr3ceed to Stockt3n, conduct Descent into SCK 29R fr3rn 300()0
—e2. Departo oroceed to Reno, conduct Descent/hprraeh int3 10 16.
3. Depart, pr3ceed to St3cktrn, conduct Descent into SCK 29R fr3rn 30,000'.
L. Depart, pr3ced to Sacrarnent3, Sono 1ia County, Oakland, and San J3se.
. Return to !Vffett.
SRECIAL AIRCRAPT REUIRES
1. Nane
SFCIALJSTRUrENT.'.TICN RIR::T3
1, ADJAS tD run c3ntinuus1y frnn taxi out to taxi in.
,.	 '.ri•'
X .#-i	 ¼ 1.
1.	 'Lne
2. - 	 8,0/2,5
CV .-990 FJJIGHT PLMI
	
- Date /2
DELP%1) FLA? flWfl1hI.1
RUN Taxi 3utti1n	 --
Ta1in time -	 TES 
• Enter Ranp Aircraft Gross Weicht
• Takeoff ancl climbout f3r St3cktrn Metr0p11tan.(03nc1ut two zero "G II rn3nkey nanuvers)
. Coriduct the following experimen'tal Deacents/ApproacheB.
H11IN = 500.	 Slow to 200 kts by Glide Sl3pe Caoture.
DESCENT INITIAL C0NITI0NS
	
APPROACH C0NDX1Q.
FUCRUI E	 TIW	 EL
1IND	 HDGJJIST	 I.LT	 P/FAP	 WGT	 VRE . US ED
/13
	
Use E/D and Pitch Wheel
SCK	 FueI Optirnal Profile
29R	 1.	 -	 30000	 ,0/2,5
RW 0
STRI T
PILOT _ç{-
Drink
1vater
'.fl:NDSI
/13
scc
	 \•= 250 ktB
29R
	
3, 	 30000	 8.0/2,5
/15
SA 0
1
	
411   
ir
STS
32
	
511 	 8.0/2,5
OAK
	 Follow	 At least
6. BAY AFP -	 6000	 8.0/20 5
1
sJc
7. 8.0/2.5
9
UQ	 Uncu p1e at RWY centerline
86  	 6.0/2.5
Initial Letdown P3int int3 Stockt3rl Metr3politan.
Altitude	 Vortac	 Latitucle	 L3n7itud
20,006	 027
	
38 0.O'N	 119,0'W
25 9 000	 062/78	 383 3.O'N	 1190 41.0"1
30,000	 062/94
	
383 601 1 N 	 1190 29.01WFu1 Optimal Froui1e
A1t 1 tiie
30,000	 23 kt:
25,000	 2J3 kts
20,000	 23 kt
15,(fruo	 2145 kt
13,000	 250 kts
icts
11,000	 2U ktsir rtrr 	 9rin	 -j-
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f0t ID
	
41 OF 1NPLES
60
6(3
68
60
613
i C'>:YGEI
FEA CB0H PIOXJrJE
FEA WflTER VAPC'R
FEA N1TPO1EN
MASS FLO(!
C''GEli CCiUIFT10H
CARION DI C1X 1 IIE P RUt'UC 11 UN
fESP1F1DRY QLIOI 1 EHT
IUL ET FRESSLIPE
CiPEE FUX' FESUIE
LI:IUER PUD PRELlFE
It'S II4LET TE11PEFAT1IfE
#I 1IPFER P(3D TE1PE1URE
411 LC'ER POD 1E11PEIATURE
2 LrPF'ER PUD TE1PERflTLIRE
2 LC'1ER POD TEtPERATURE
i Port REART RATE
2 For HEflRT PATE
1 FOZ LF1ER EVEiS
IUHHIl4G 10TL
2 PC1 1TER EVE1T
IjH1fllG TOTAL
1 FUP FUC	 EVEHIS
F''.'UtifllG TUT1L.
412 F'OI' FClOP EVEUTS
KUFtW1RG T0TL
• 1962
• 08;'?
• (32:3?
• 7710
8137. 9
65 2
5:3 9
826
25? 9
739 4
.1
23 13
23. 0
23, '3
23. 13
23. '3
150, 3
179.9
8
13
8
14
0
(3
13
(3
68
6(3
60
8
0
0
'3
13
60
9
5
CV-.990 ADDAS COMPUTrR OUTP!JT FRON MONKEY POD EXPERIMENT ON 21 MAY igm.
3.34
AP1ENDIX P
Sample computation of respiratory gas exchange for ADDAS,
	
Volts	 C11bration Factors	 Fractiori
FIA OXYGEN	 -0.391	 F	 0.00256(volts) + 0.2089	 0.2079
rIA CARBON DIOXIDE 	 0.000	 F	 0.00259(vo].ts) + 0.0003	 0.0003
FIA SEATER VAPOR	 0,678	 F	 0,00737(volts) + 0.0000	 0.0050
FIA IITR0GEN	 -0.6148	 F	 0,00617(volts) + 0.7908	 0.7858
TOTAL	 ..0000
DIØ
	
2.2089
DICD	 0,0003
FEA OXYGEN
FA CARB01 DIOXIDE
rEA WATER VAPOR
FEA NITROGEN
ALL
DEØ
DECD
- 6 • 580
14.170
3.392
-3.031
0.00256(volts) + 0.2089
F 0.00259(volta) + 0.0003
F z 0.00737(volts) + 0,0000
F	 0.00617(volts) + 0.7908
0.1918
0.0111
0.0250
0.7721
1.0000
0.1967
0.01114
FLØW	0.932 (1111.1 cm 3/min/volt x 8.691 volts)	 9,000 cm 3 /min, STF.
02 CONSUtIPTION RATE 	 9,000 cIn3 /min (0.2089 - 0.1967)	 109.8 cm 3/min, ST?.
CO2 FRODUCTION RATE
	 9,000 cm 3/min (0.01114 - 0.0003)	 99.9 crn3/min, STP.
RESPIRATORY QUOTIENT 	 (99.9 cm/min) / (109.8 cm 3 /min)	 0.909
Refer to Appendix 11 for notations and deseription of operations.
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AI'ENDIXQ
LE3HP Caithraton and Operatiori ?rocedures Ior the CV-990 Monkey Pod Fllghts
A. Ci1thration af Differential Pressure Transducer and Gauge
The transducer and gauge ae mounted on the LBNP control panel (part of
UCB BioinstPuniontdt jorl Rack) and are connected Iri pari11e1 to monitor the
upper/lower pod differential pressure. The gauge provides a nieter readirig
of pressure which is used to set the appropriate LBNP pump voltage TIie
transducer provides an P l ectrical output proportional to pressure which is
recorded and indicates both the tisne course and pressure level of he LBNP
test,
To complete an electrical c€ilibration of the pressure transducer
1) Activate the CAL. switch ori the transducer pre-arnplifier (pirt of
UCB Data Acxiiiition Rack) to place the calibrating re5istor,
equiva1nt to 100 torr, in the circuit.
7 To pre-set the above adlustable calibrating resistor or to provide
a phy5ical pressure calibration to the transducer and gatige, set
the PRESSURE UTPUT VALVE to CAL. and apply 100 torr to CALI PORT
with the mercury rnancmeter system.
B. Calibration of Biotachometers
The biotachometers are mounted iri the UCB Date Acquisition Rack. 1ach
unit has had the standard calibration signal of 500 beats/inin thanged to
250 beats/min in order to provide the optimum full-scale calibration signal
for the ADDAS system. Th!s calibration signai is provided as output by turning
the SENSITIVITY dial to CAL. ]n the rate mode the SENSITIVITY dial should be
turned to 5 beats/min/div.
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C.	 LBNP Test 0perat1ors
A two: 1,I3NP test protocol was devjsed for the cv- ggo 1 lights which
provided the sequeitial ap1cation of negative pressure to each subject with
the maxinum possibJ.e overlap of separate 75 min test procedures. This
reu1ted in a two-pod total test duration of 100 min. This protocoi is
shown below.
iIapsed Tiii	 Lvent
(mj)
	
0	 Tilt both pods to supine position
	
30	 Pod 111, begin Control
	
45	 Pod #1, begin L,BNP
	
50	 Pod 112, begin Control
	
60	 Pod #1, begin Recovery
	
6E	 Pod 112, begin LBN?
	
75	 Pod 111, end Recovery
	
80	 Pod 112, begin Recovery
	
95	 Pod 112, end Recovery
	
100	 Tilt both pods to upright position
Throughout the test environmental disturbarices to the monkey subjects
shouJ.d be minimized so as to avoid behavioral influences ori the data colJ.ected.
During the cv-990 flights ji' was difficult to meet these conditions. The malor
attempt made was to cover the upper pod windows so that visual contact between
humans and monkeys was prevented.
During the control and recovery periods for each subject pertinent
observations of monkey behavior and environmental disturbances were noted ori
the str'ip chart record so as to assist in the interpretation of the data.
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Th p
 initiatina of te LBNF periocl for Pod. 11 was accomplished by
foliowing the &qUrCC ntd below. The same sequence was fo11owe1t for
Pnd #7. All controIG are iocated on the. LNP control panel.
1) Set PRESUKF 1HPtT VALVE to PODS
2) Set UF[R rnd JOWER P01) PRESSURE SELECTOR VALVES to P01) /1
3) Set P01) 1?1 LOWITh: P01) PU4P [ELECTflR VALVE to LBNP
L) C1oe POD #1 LOWER P01) AIP INLET PORT
) Turn oii 1,BNP Pl2MP P()ER switch
() Turn LNP
 C0Tt0L knob until desized pressure (140, 50 or SO torr)
is reached ori prcssure gaugo.
